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Abstra t

In this paper we dis uss various aspe ts of systemati or onventional polysemy and their formal treatment
within an implemented onstraint based approa h to linguisti representation. We distinguish between two
lasses of systemati polysemy: onstru tional polysemy, where a single sense assigned to a lexi al entry is
ontextually spe ialised, and sense extension, whi h predi tably relates two or more senses. Formally the
rst ase is treated as instantiation of an underspe i ed lexi al entry and the se ond by use of lexi al rules.
The problems of distinguishing between these two lasses are dis ussed in detail. We illustrate how lexi al
rules an be used both to relate fully onventionalised senses and also applied produ tively to re ognise novel
usages and how this pro ess an be ontrolled to a ount for semi-produ tivity by utilising probabilities.
1

Introdu tion

Dis ussion of polysemy has been entral to mu h re ent work on lexi al semanti s. Most of the arguments for
(or against) attempting a ne-grained lassi ation of semanti stru ture in the lexi on rest on the treatment
of polysemi behaviour and attendant synta ti e e ts. In this paper, we argue for a distin tion between
two lasses of systemati polysemy: onstru tional polysemy, where a single sense assigned to a lexi al entry
is ontextually spe ialised, and sense extension, whi h predi tably relates two or more senses. We present
a uni ation based formalisation and implementation in whi h the former is treated as instantiation of an
underspe i ed lexi al entry and the latter as a rule-governed relation between signs.
It is important to distinguish putatively systemati or onventional polysemy from homonymy or unsystemati and idiosyn rati polysemy;2 the two familiar senses of bank as ` nan ial institution' and `raised
earth' are homonyms, whilst the verbal sense meaning to `put money in a bank' is polysemous with the
nominal nan ial institution sense. It seems plausible that this ase of polysemy is an example of a systemati sense extension by whi h nouns denoting artifa ts be ome verbs denoting a purpose to whi h those
artifa ts an be put (e.g. button, hammer, butter, waltz, and so forth); though, of ourse, su h laims need to
be arefully argued for ea h su h ase.3 In what follows, we will be on erned only with ases of putatively
systemati polysemy and sense extension whi h extend to semanti ally-de ned lasses of lexi al items.
Some work on systemati polysemy has emphasised the on eptual or ognitive nature of the transfers or
mappings whi h underlie su h pro esses (e.g. Nunberg, 1978; 1979; Lako and Johnson, 1980; Fau onnier,
1985; Martin, 1990). This work is important in mapping out the range of possible on eptual transfers
available and also motivating their existen e. However, alone it annot a ount for all aspe ts of of the
linguisti phenomena. Other work has emphasised more the onventional nature of ertain transfer proesses (e.g. Apresjan, 1973; Ostler and Atkins, 1992), their similarity to derivational morphologi al rules
(e.g. Copestake and Bris oe, 1992), and ross-linguisti di eren es in their patterns of realisation and onventionalisation (e.g. Nunberg and Zaenen, 1992). Still further work has emphasised the intri ate onne tion
1 We would like to thank Geo Nunberg for many helpful omments on a draft version of this paper, mu h dis ussion and
several examples. We have also bene ted from the dis ussion at presentations of earlier versions of this paper at the Dagstuhl
seminar on `Universals in the Lexi on' (Mar h, 1993) and at the CSLI workshop on `Ambiguity and Underrepresentation'
(September 1993). We thank two anonymous referees for their helpful omments and suggestions. We take full responsibility
for any remaining errors and infeli ities. This work was partly supported by the ESPRIT A quilex-II, proje t BR-7315, grant
to Cambridge University. We would also like to express our gratitude to Xerox PARC for providing Ann Copestake with a
pleasant and produ tive working environment while this paper was being written.
2 We use ` onventional' to refer to a sense whi h is a epted and well-attested within a spee h ommunity; sometimes this is
alled `institutionalised' (e.g. Bauer, 1983:48) or `established' (e.g. Cruse, 1986:68).
3 See Clark and Clark (1979) and Hale and Keyser (1993) for two widely di ering views of su h denominal verbs.
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between polysemy (or paradigmati hange) and asso iated syntagmati e e ts, for example on argument
stru ture (e.g. Levin, 1993), and the possibility of hara terising some apparent polysemy as a produ t of
syntagmati ombination (e.g. Pustejovsky, 1991, 1993).
Sense hange or extension a ompanies many if not most operations in the lexi on, in luding those familiar from derivational morphology, many grammati al fun tion hanging operations, and so forth. Some
have been extensively studied, though usually more from the perspe tive of the morphologi al or synta ti
onsequen es of su h operations. In what follows, we will fo us on pro esses of onversion or zero-derivation
and parti ularly on pro esses whi h do not a e t the major ategory status of the modi ed word. One
reason for this restri tion is that there is a onsensus that morphologi al pro esses involving expli it afxation are rule-governed, and in reasingly the fo us of dis ussion of su h examples is on their semanti
e e ts (e.g. Riehemann, 1993); on the other hand, pro esses of onversion with minor or no grammati al
orollaries have a more ontroversial status, and the need to treat these as rule-governed requires more areful argumentation. Furthermore, even if we an show that su h pro esses an be systemati it remains to
demonstrate that systemati polysemy is a hieved via operations analogous to morphologi al rules. In this
paper, we argue that pro esses of both sense modulation and sense hange (see e.g. Cruse, 1986:50f) play a
role in a ounting for systemati polysemies. We attempt to distinguish modulation from hange using tests
traditionally asso iated with the distin tion between vagueness and ambiguity and relate this to the formal
representation.4
Many types of onversion pro ess are re ognised as paralleling analogous pro esses of derivation or ompounding, and thus treated as rule governed ases of `zero-derivation'; for example, it is un ontroversial to
suggest that a noun su h as pur hase is deverbal and ambiguous between eventive and resultative readings
in the same manner as the morphologi ally omplex repla ement, and to propose that the lexi al rule whi h
forms deverbal nouns should over both ases. Similarly, Hale and Keyser (1993) propose that the pro ess
of noun in orporation whi h forms denominal verbs in examples su h as babysit (e.g. Baker, 1988) be generalised to a ount for `total in orporations', that is, onversions, of the form shelve (from shelf), alve (from
alf), and so forth. Likewise, Levin (1993) lists many verbal diathesis alternations whi h are usually treated
as rule-governed onversions be ause of their lear a e ts on argument stru ture (e.g. ausative-in hoative
He broke the glass / The glass broke).
By ontrast, apparently systemati polysemy or sense extension whi h at most involves subtle grammati al hanges, su h as various types of nominal metonymy, are often expli ated in terms of pro esses of oneptual transfer or mapping (e.g. Lako , 1987), and are usually treated as essentially pragmati phenomena
(e.g. Nunberg, 1979). However, some nominal metonymies have losely-related derivational ounterparts;
for example, the onventional metonymy whi h allows a ontainer to stand for its ontents (He drank a
whole bottle (of whiskey)) is paralleled by suÆxation with -ful (He drank a (?whole) bottleful (of whiskey)).5
Cross-linguisti ally, metonymies whi h involve no synta ti hange in English an involve systemati hanges
in other languages; for example, the onventional nominal metonymy by whi h a fruit or nut denotes the
tree of the fruit or nut (e.g. apple, hestnut) is normally a ompanied by a hange of gender (mas uline
tree) in Spanish (e.g. a eituna/a eituno (olive) or pomela/pomelo (grapefruit)) and Italian (Soler and Marti,
1993). Whilst the underlying explanation for the possibility of su h pro esses may rest on a ognitive a ount of on eptual transfer (Lako and Johnson, 1980; Lako , 1987) and/or a general pragmati a ount of
the ` ue-validity' of di erent metonymi fun tions (Nunberg, 1979), these ross-linguisti di eren es and the
similarities to other rule-governed lexi al pro esses suggest that the pragmati a ount must be overlaid with
an a ount of lexi al li enses (Nunberg and Zaenen, 1992) or lexi al rules (Copestake and Bris oe, 1992),
in whi h onventionalised and language spe i aspe ts of these general pro esses of on eptual transfer are
expressed, and whi h serve as language spe i ` lters' on the general pro ess.
Polysemy as sense modulation through spe ialisation or broadening of meaning in ontext is intuitively
a ommon pro ess. Many examples that lexi ographers tend to treat as alternative senses are, in prin iple,
4 The term `vagueness' has been used to refer to more general less spe i ed senses, su h as the `humankind' sense of man, as
opposed to the fuzzy peripheral denotation of up or game. Cruse (1986:81) argues that `generality' would be more appropriate
to the former. We ontinue to use `vague' to mean general or unspe i ed in deferen e to existing usage. The distin tion
between sense modulation and sense hange is similar to Bierwis h's (1982) distin tion between on eptual shift and on eptual
spe i ation.
5 The semanti s of these two pro esses are not identi al: -ful suÆxation has an additional entailment of fullness or ompleteness whi h a ounts for the preferred usage of -ful nominals as measure phrases (e.g. A spoon / spoonful of sugar in a re ipe
ontext). Su h di eren es are expe ted given blo king / preemption by synonymy (e.g. Arono , 1976; x6 and below).
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amenable to this approa h; for instan e, Atkins and Levin (1992) identify two senses of reel appropriate to
the interpretation of lm reel and shing reel and demonstrate that some but not all extant onventional
di tionaries list these two senses. Often the pre ise relationship between the premodi er and the noun is
treated as a question of pragmati s (e.g. Hobbs et al., 1990; Alshawi, 1992:211). However, if reel is de ned as a
ontainer artifa t with the purpose of (un)winding, where the material to be wound is left largely unspe i ed
in the basi entry, then this de nition an be spe ialised with the appropriate material by instantiation
of the obje t of the (un)winding. This approa h would be adequate to hara terise the ontribution of
the premodi er to the semanti s of the phrase for the two examples above. However, physi al di eren es
between types of reel would be treated as outside the domain of lexi al semanti s. Pustejovsky (1991)
develops a theory of lexi al semanti s in whi h this approa h to sense modulation an be ou hed. Under
this a ount the representation of nouns in ludes a spe i ation of their qualia stru ture, whi h en odes the
form, ontent, agentive and teli (purpose) roles. Thus the teli role of the basi sense of reel would be
partially instantiated. In general, Pustejovsky suggests that the notion of semanti omposition be enri hed
to one of ` o- omposition' in whi h aspe ts of the nominal semanti representation are integrated with aspe ts
of the premodi er's semanti s, using a ombination of type shifting of the predi ate and type oer ion of the
nominal omplement (Pustejovsky, 1993). A related phenomenon is the broadening of a sense in ontext; for
example, loud seems to have as a \mass of water vapour" basi sense, but an extended usage as a mass of
anything oating dust loud, loud of smoke, or loud of mosquitoes. One thing that normally hara terises
su h usages is the expli it ontextual spe i ation of the way in whi h the sense has been broadened: thus we
might treat the basi sense as taking a default ontent qualia value whi h an be overridden by a modifying
phrase.
In what follows, we explore the hypothesis that systemati nominal polysemies of the kind outlined above
an be divided into two types of pro ess whi h we term onstru tional polysemy (sense modulation) and
semi-produ tive sense extension (sense hange). In onstru tional polysemy, the polysemy is more apparent
than real, be ause lexi ally there is only one sense and it is the pro ess of syntagmati o- omposition
(Pustejovsky, 1991) whi h auses sense modulation. Nevertheless, we argue that the range of possible
modi ation in o- omposition is lexi ally spe i ed, though pragmati ally defeasible. Many ases of pre- or
post- nominal modi ation, su h as the examples of spe ialisation and broadening above, as well as verbal
logi al metonymies an be analysed in this fashion. Sense extension, on the other hand, requires lexi al rules
whi h reate derived senses from basi senses, often orrelating with morphologi al or synta ti hanges.
Sense extension rules are semi-produ tive and sus eptible to pro esses su h as blo king or preemption by
synonymy, and are, we argue, formally identi al to other rules of onversion and derivational morphology.
Many ases of onventional nominal metonymy, su h as those introdu ed above, an be analysed in these
terms.
In x2 we des ribe the lexi al representation language that we have developed to represent basi lexi al
entries and hara terise systemati lexi al pro esses. In x3 we return to onstru tional polysemy and motivate
a more detailed analysis of spe ialisation as well as dis ussing broadening in this framework. In x4 we
dis uss sense extension proper with respe t to grinding, portioning and other types of nominal metonymy;
we address the issues of the dire tionality of sense extensions, their apparent ability to apply to phrases
in some ases, and their produ tive yet highly onventionalised nature. In x5 we onsider ases of ` opredi ation' (Pustejovsky, 1994), where distin t senses are a essible for oordination and modi ation, and
present an analysis of some ases of o-predi ation ompatible with our a ounts of onstru tional polysemy
and sense extension. In ommon with other lexi al pro esses, sense extension is semi-produ tive in that
it is sus eptible to blo king and sensitive to frequen y e e ts; in x6 we argue that these properties an be
aptured by adopting a probabilisti interpretation of lexi al rules and utilising probabilities in a natural
fashion in language produ tion and interpretation.
2

The Lexi al Representation Language

The language we will use to represent these lasses of polysemous behaviour is the lexi al representation
language (LRL) developed for the ACQUILEX lexi al knowledge base system (LKB). The LRL is a typed
feature stru ture language (Carpenter, 1992), augmented with defaults and lexi al rules. Types are used
to stru ture lexi al entries, whi h are represented as feature stru tures (FS), and spe ify how they ombine
3

by means of grammar rules, or alternatively, by onstraints on phrasal types.6 The LRL ould be used to
implement a range of uni ation and onstraint based approa hes. The approa h taken in this paper an
be regarded (roughly) as ombining an HPSG-like approa h to syntax with Pustejovsky's notion of qualia
stru ture.
Earlier versions of the LRL have been des ribed in Copestake (1992, 1993a,b) and we will only provide a
brief sket h of the formalism here. In this paper, however, we will make use of an improved notion of default
uni ation, whi h is order independent and allows for persistent defaults (Las arides et al. (forth oming),
see x2.2 below). Most previous de nitions of default uni ation have assumed that it involves in orporating
into a non-default FS all the onsistent information from a default FS, making no distin tion in the result
between information whi h arose from the default and non-default stru tures. In our treatment, by ontrast,
information in FSs may be marked as default (or non-default), and this distin tion persists throughout
subsequent default uni ation operations. Another di eren e is an improved treatment of `lexi al' rules,
whi h an now operate on both lexi al and phrasal signs (see x2.3). Partially spe i ed phrasal signs an
also be represented within the LRL. In general terms, we are aiming at a formalism whi h is adequate to
represent the onventionalised, non-fully produ tive aspe ts of the language, in luding words, idioms and
sense extension pro esses (whi h may be appli able to phrases as well as words | see x4.3). We will use
lexi al broadly to in lude any su h spe i ation.7
2.1

Types

The LRL uses a de nition of typing that largely follows Carpenter (1992). The types are organised as a
latti e, with top (>) being the most general type and bottom (?) indi ating in onsisten y. This latti e,
in e e t, spe i es ompatibility between types (any two types must have a unique greatest lower bound in
the latti e | they are ompatible/uni able if this is not ?) and also allows for inheritan e of onstraints
from types to subtypes (see Figure 1). Constraints on types are themselves FSs, whi h will subsume all
well-formed FSs of that type | the only features that may be present on the node of a well formed FS are
those appropriate to the type labelling it (see Figures 2 and 3). Furthermore, the type hierar hy itself is
interpreted as onstraining the lass of totally spe i ed or `ground' FSs, sin e it is assumed to be omplete,
with subtypes fully overing their supertypes. That is, given t and t are subtypes of t , anything of type
t
must be resolved to be either t or t . The pro ess of type resolution an be used to drive parsing and
generation.
0

00

00

0

2.2

Lexi al des riptions

In the LKB, the type language is augmented with a lexi al des ription language that in orporates lexi al
rules and default inheritan e. Lexi al entries are de ned in terms of types, for example:
book 1
<
<
<
<

> = lex-noun-sign
QUALIA > = art phys
QUALIA TELIC PRED > =
QUALIA FORM > = indiv.

read

(Here we ontinue to use the simple type system de ned in Figure 2.) The FS is de ned to have overall
type lex-noun-sign and to have the qualia appropriate for an individuated physi al artifa t with a teli
role instantiated to read. The orth feature is instantiated with a string onstru ted from the entry's label,
"book" (string types do not have to be expli itly listed in the system).
Lexi al des riptions are evaluated to produ e psorts, whi h are simply named FSs. We make use of
psorts rather than de ne distin t types for ea h lexi al entry mainly be ause we have found the restri tions
on the type system to be inappropriate for lexi al entries | we dis uss this in more detail below. Various
inheritan e relationships are de ned to operate on psorts. In theory, arbitrary parts of FSs an be related
6 LKB and LRL are thus something of a misnomer, sin e the system is not spe i
to lexi al representation, but is also used
for syntagmati des ription.
7 We assume that the lexi on in ludes everything whi h is not ompletely ompositional, that is not regularly omposed from
the usual meanings that the omponents have in isolation.
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Figure 1: A fragment of a type hierar hy
top

().

gender (top)

(OR male female).

string (top).
sign (top)

< ORTH > =

plant (physi al).
string.

artifa t (nomqualia)

< TELIC > =

lex-sign (sign).

art phys (physi al artifa t).

lex-noun-sign (lex-sign)

< QUALIA > =

nomqualia.

verb-sem (top)

nomqualia (top).

<
<
<
<
<

physi al (nomqualia)

< FORM > =

verb-sem.

form.

form (top)

(OR mass indiv plural).

IND > = eve
PRED > = string
ARG1 > = < IND >
ARG2 > = obj
ARG3 > = obj.

sem (top).

animal (physi al)

eve (sem).

< FORM > = indiv
< SEX > = gender.

obj (sem).

Figure 2: Des ription of illustrative type system
2 art

phys

FORM

6
6
6
4 TELIC

=

=

3

form
2
verb-sem
6
4

IND =
PRED
ARG1
ARG2
ARG3

0

=
=
=
=

3

7

eve 7
string 7 7
55
obj
obj
0

Figure 3: Expanded onstraint on art

5

phys

3

2

lex-noun-sign
ORTH
book
2 art phys
6
6
=

6
6
6 QUALIA
6
4

FORM

=

6
6
6
4 TELIC

=

=

37
7
77
77
IND = 0 eve
7
6 PRED = /read 7 7 7
4 ARG1 = 0
555

indiv
2
verb-sem
ARG2
ARG3

=
=

3

obj
obj

Figure 4: FS for book
by inheritan e. In pra tise, we make use of two lasses of inheritan e spe i ation mu h more extensively
than others. One of these is inheritan e of qualia stru ture, the other is used in des ribing a lexi al entry as
being derived via a produ tive rule, but having some ex eptional value for orthography, syntax or semanti s.
We will on entrate on qualia inheritan e here sin e it is more relevant to the subsequent dis ussion, but see
Copestake (1992) for a treatment of lexi al ex eptions in the LKB.
We assume that the possible qualia stru tures an be regarded as a on eptual hierar hy (a tually a
latti e), ertain regions of whi h will be asso iated with parti ular lexi al entries. It is onvenient to be able
to des ribe some lexi al entries as inheriting their qualia stru ture from others (see Copestake, 1992, 1993a).
For example:
novel 1

< QUALIA >

< book_1 < QUALIA >.

states that the lexi al entry for a parti ular sense of novel inherits its qualia from (a parti ular sense of)
book. (The symbol < indi ates inheritan e.) Given this spe i ation, novel would inherit its teli role from
book. One e e t of this is that it would predi t that the normal interpretations of (1a) and (1b) below would
both involve a reading event (see Pustejovsky, 1991 and x3, below).
(1) a John enjoyed the book.
b John enjoyed the novel.
However, inheritan e of individual qualia must be defeasible. For example, di tionary should also be
de ned to inherit its qualia stru ture from book but has a teli role of refer to rather than read. Default
inheritan e in the LKB is now formalised in terms of persistent default uni ation (PDU). We will give only
a brief des ription of this here: it is fully de ned in Las arides et al. (forth oming). This treatment of
typed default uni ation is an improvement over that used previously in the LKB (Copestake, 1992,1993a)
in that it is order independent and allows for persistent defaults. This allows us to de ne multiple orthogonal
default inheritan e in the lexi on in a manner whi h is fully de larative. Furthermore, the earlier de nition
of default inheritan e in terms of a default uni ation operation applying to normal FSs, was restri ted in
appli ability to lexi al des riptions, but defaults may now persist outside the lexi on. Thus defaults may
be ombined during the interpretation/generation of a senten e and defaults whi h originate from lexi al
spe i ations an intera t with pragmati pro essing. In our new de nition, parts of FSs may be defeasible;
this is a ne essary ondition for default uni ation to be asso iative. In this respe t, PDU is similar to
the notion of defaults in Young and Rounds (1993), but their approa h is limited in that their de nition is
restri ted to non-reentrant values and in that they assume an untyped framework. In ontrast, PDU uses
the type hierar hy to prioritise defaults.
We use a slashed notation for partially defeasible FSs where values to the left of the slash are indefeasible
and those to the right defeasible (indefeasible/defeasible). We abbreviate this to /defeasible where the
indefeasible value is uninteresting (e.g. where it is >) and omit the slash when there is no (interesting)
defeasible value. So, for example, the FS for book, shown in Figure 4, spe i es that the value for the teli
predi ate is defeasible. The des ription given below for di tionary spe i es that it inherits its qualia stru ture
from book but the spe i default value refer to overrides the inherited value of the teli predi ate.
di tionary 1

< QUALIA > < book_1 < QUALIA >
< QUALIA TELIC PRED > = /refer to.

6

3

2

lex-noun-sign
ORTH
di 2tionary
6
art phys
6
=

6
6
6 QUALIA
6
4

FORM

=

6
6
6
4 TELIC

=

indiv
2
verb-sem
IND

=

=

6 PRED
4 ARG1
ARG2
ARG3

0

=
=
=
=

eve
/refer
obj
obj
0

37
7
77
77
77
7
to 7
555
3

Figure 5: FS for di tionary
We spe ify the value of the teli predi ate to be defeasible here as well, be ause for some di tionaries this
might not be appropriate (e.g. Bier e's Devil's Di tionary) and also be ause the ontribution of the teli
role to interpretation of a parti ular senten e is potentially defeasible. The orresponding FS is shown in
Figure 5.8
One e e t of the di eren e in teli role between book and di tionary is due to the di erent aspe tual
properties of the predi ates; read an des ribe a pro ess but refer to is point-like. Sin e enjoy sele ts for
a pro ess, (2) is odd.
(2) ? John enjoyed the di tionary.
The importan e of the defeasibility of parts of the qualia stru ture is dis ussed brie y in x3 and at more
length in Las arides et al. (forth oming). The persisten e of the defaults `outside' the lexi on is irrelevant
for mu h of this paper, so for the most part we an ontinue to assume the formal a ount of the LKB
provided by Copestake (1992; 1993b) and we, therefore, omit further dis ussion of PDU.
There are a number of reasons for not de ning lexi al entries to be types themselves. We want to maintain
a distin tion between the types, whi h are used for des ription or lassi ation, and the data whi h they are
being used to lassify | i.e. the lexi al entries. The type system is assumed to be omplete, but we do not
want to make this assumption about hierar hi ally arranged lexi al entries. It should not be ne essary or even
possible to introdu e features whi h are spe i to parti ular lexi al entries. The hierar hi al organisation
of the psorts is used for inheritan e of information, but not for lassi ation of words. Furthermore the
ondition imposed on the type hierar hy, that a unique greatest lower bound must be expli itly spe i ed
for all ompatible types, is too restri tive to apply to the lexi al entries, or parts of lexi al entries, that we
refer to as psorts. The FSs, of ourse, do form a latti e, but the points that are being spe i ally identi ed
as psorts do not. Psorts are a way of identifying parti ular points in the latti e, but whi h points are so
identi ed is not onstrained in any way.
Furthermore, making lexi al entries types obviously leads to a proliferation of types. This is parti ularly
a ute if we wish to make some lexi al entries underspe i ed with respe t to the lexi al types. For example,
suppose we wished to make truth underspe i ed with respe t to the two types lex- ount-noun and lexun ount-noun whi h were both de ned as subtypes of lex-noun. Simply spe ifying truth as an additional
subtype of lex-noun would not a hieve the orre t results, sin e it would then not unify with a FS of type
lex- ount-noun or lex-un ount-noun. We would have to expli itly de ne truth- ount as a subtype of
truth and lex- ount-noun and similarly for truth-mass (whi h means there would be no advantage of
e onomy of representation in the underspe i ation). 9 Instead we de ne lexi al entries as FSs, but give
them a spe ial status in that they are identi able and onstrain the results of evaluating FSs whi h have
lexi al types.
In the urrent version of the LRL, we de ne psorts as onstraints on ertain types. If a type is de ned as
being lexi al it is assumed to be onstrained su h that any FS to whi h it is resolved must be subsumed by
one or more psorts of the appropriate type. For example, Figure 6 shows a FS and the possible resolutions,
given the psorts shown and the types in Figure 1. If a type is de ned as being phrasal it will normally be
resolved as being onstru ted from lexi al types, whi h will be onstrained by lexi al psorts. However it is
also possible for phrasal psorts to be de ned whi h allow an alternative analysis of the phrase. These will not
8 We have assumed here for ease of exposition that the onstraint spe i ations in the type system are all non-defeasible,
although this will not be true in general. Type resolution, however, is determined by the indefeasible onstraints and there is
no notion of a `default link' in the type hierar hy itself, so the formalisation of the type system itself remains very similar.
9 In any event, there would be severe pra ti al problems in onstru ting su h a system, given that the type system would
have to be re ompiled ea h time a lexi al entry was added.
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Figure 6: Constraint resolution with lexi al onstraints
be fully resolved FSs, but partially spe i ed ones whi h will themselves be subje t to onstraint resolution.
(This me hanism might also used in the treatment of idioms and other (partially) xed phrases.)
2.3

Lexi al rules

Lexi al rules are formalised in the LKB as feature stru tures of type lexi


lexi al-rule
lex sign
lex sign

0
1



al-rule,

whi h has the onstraint:

=

=

Appli ation of a parti ular lexi al rule simply involved uni ation of the input of the psort with the input
part of the lexi al rule, indi ated by the path <1>, and returns the instantiated output of the rule, given by
the path <0>.
An example of a lexi al rule in this system is portioning, whi h overs the sense extension involved in
usages su h as three beers, where a mass noun whi h denotes some food or drink is onverted to a ount
noun denoting some ( onventionally served) portion of that substan e. The FS in Figure 7 des ribes this rule
using the type system from Copestake (1992) (the justi ation for the parti ular details of the representation
adopted an be found there). The qualia types obj and subst indi ate an edible obje t and substan e
respe tively. The rule would apply to a lexi al entry su h as that shown for beer in Figure 8. Morphologi al
rules are formally identi al to sense extension rules, ex ept in spe ifying a hange of phonology/orthography.
One immediate question is how the notion of lexi al rules ts into a onstraint based framework. In
Copestake and Bris oe (1992), lexi al rules were essentially indistinguishable from grammar rules, and ould
in fa t apply to phrases. This allowed us to deal with some examples of phrasal sense extension. For
example, the pla e -> group sense extension applies both to pla e denoting words su h as village and to
some phrases, as in (3) (see x4.3 below, for further details).
(3) The south side of Cambridge voted Conservative.
But treating lexi al rules as operating as unary grammar rules is unattra tive | it obs ures the distin tion between the syntagmati omponent of the system and the semi-produ tive paradigmati omponent.
Furthermore this treatment does not arry over in a simple way to a onstraint based approa h. Within a
stri tly onstraint based framework there have been essentially three proposals for lexi al rules:
1. Lexi al rules expand the lexi on in a preliminary pro essing phase. This is the standard approa h (e.g.
Pollard and Sag, 1987) but is unattra tive be ause it does not extend to analogous phrasal pro esses
and be ause the lexi on is not nite.
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Figure 7: Lexi al rule for portioning. In this gure, and subsequent examples, boxes round type labels for
a node (e.g. noun- at) indi ate that the FS whi h that node heads is not shown and some features are
omitted.
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Figure 9: Portioning expressed as a omplex type
2. Treat lexi al rules as being similar to grammar rules, with aÆxes having their own lexi al entries. Su h
an approa h is suggested in Krieger and Nerbonne (1993) for derivational morphology. But for sense
extension and onversion we would need to postulate zero-morphemes.
3. The pla e of lexi al rules is taken by omplex types (Riehemann 1993). For example, Figure 9, sket hes
a omplex type whi h ould repla e the portioning rule shown before. This avoids the use of zeromorphemes for sense extension. However, it still has disadvantages | there is a proliferation of types
in the hierar hy as it be omes ne essary to allow lexi al signs of all lasses whi h might be formed
by sense extension to be either simple or of a type that depends on their derivation. For example,
lex- ount-noun would have subtypes simple-lex- ount-noun and portioned. Signs would be
distinguished in this way solely be ause of their onstru tion from lexi al rules, whi h is parti ularly
unintuitive for sense extensions sin e the dire tionality of an extension may be non-obvious (see x4.5
below). Extending the approa h to phrasal signs would be possible, but would further in rease the
number of types. Thus this approa h would work for our purposes, but the me hani s of onstraint
resolution are driving the representation, for ing us to postulate unne essarily omplex stru tures.
We treat lexi al rules as generating psorts. Clearly, if we simply applied all the lexi al rules to the de ned
psorts in a pre ompilation phase, this would be equivalent to the rst option above. Instead of doing this, we
use the lexi al rules to dynami ally generate alternatives during onstraint resolution of nodes with lexi al
types. To see how this works, onsider the example type system in Figure 1, but assume that instead of
the type animal we have a type animate, with subtypes animal and human. Figure 10 shows a very
simple lexi on and a lexi al rule that onverts animal denoting nouns to human denoting ones.10 The
query stru ture shown in Figure 10 might be resolved by the lexi al psort given for grandmother. However
an alternative resolution is available via appli ation of the lexi al rule. Figure 10 shows how this is applied
in e e t, by `wrapping' it round the query FS whi h instantiates the output sign of the rule and onstraint
resolving the result. Further resolution of the input sign, be ause it is mat hed up with a psort in the lexi on,
is shown
results in spe ialisation of values on the output sign (the orth value in this ase). The index
here to emphasise that under normal ir umstan es this resolution step would be part of the resolution of a
senten e sign and thus the query FS shown will be part of a larger stru ture. Further onstraints imposed
on the output sign by the resolution of the surrounding stru ture would a e t the input sign and thus limit
the way in whi h it might be resolved. Note that this treatment implies that the output sign be resolvable
with respe t to the type system: it must be a potential lexi al psort even though it is not a tually de ned
as su h.
This stategy involves a slight modi ation to the onstraint resolution algorithm sin e it entails an
external me hanism adding a node to be resolved. Resolution of this node ould itself involve lexi al rule
appli ation, of ourse, and in general, this algorithm may not terminate. This, however, also applies to
the alternative formalisations. Compared with Riehemann's approa h, we are trading o greater simpli ity
EX

10 We are using this as a simple example purely to explain the lexi al rule me hanism, but we would, in fa t, propose an
animal->human rule to allow for (some aspe ts of) the metaphori al uses of pig, worm, rabbit and so on.
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Figure 10: Constraint resolution with lexi al rules
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Figure 11: Outline of the des ription of ontainer nouns
in the type system with a ompli ation of the onstraint resolution me hanism. From our viewpoint, one
advantage is that we are maintaining a distin tion between the straightforwardly syntagmati aspe ts of
the grammar, whi h are implemented by means of phrasal types, and the semi-produ tive pro esses we
implement by lexi al rules.
Our approa h straightforwardly applies to phrases, su h as example (3) above where south side of Cambridge denotes the group of people living there. In these ases the input form (e.g. south side of Cambridge
denoting the pla e) will be a phrase with daughters (DTRS) whi h will themselves be further resolved in
the usual way. The output stru ture must also be resolvable with respe t to the type system. The phrasal
sense extensions we have en ountered so far all apply to signs whi h ould be either lexi al or phrasal as
far as the ontext of the rest of the senten e is on erned (i.e. lexi al items ould be substituted for them
without a e ting grammati ality). Sin e multiword orthography does not ne essitate the possession of a
DTRS attribute, the lexi al rule an be de ned so that the output form is treated as a lexi al type and will
not have daughters to be resolved.
3

Constru tional Polysemy

There are many ases of apparent polysemy whi h we would argue are better treated as ` onstru tional'
polysemy, in that the lexi al item is assigned one (often more abstra t) sense and pro esses of syntagmati
ombination or ` o- omposition' (Pustejovsky, 1991) are utilised to spe ialise this sense appropriately. We
treat this as a pro ess of sense modulation, represented by spe ialisation in the LKB, in ontrast to the
pro ess of sense extension to be dis ussed in the next se tion, whi h we represent using lexi al rules.
A simple example of spe ialisation is the representation of reel in its ontainer sense. It is reasonable to
de ne a type ontainer shown in Figure 11 that has both synta ti and semanti e e ts, sin e ontainer
nouns as a lass an be sub ategorised for postmodi ation with an of phrase denoting their ontents (e.g. reel
of tape) whi h then an be regarded as instantiating their onstitutive role. Thus, the polysemy involved
in the distin tion between e.g. lm reel and shing reel is not regarded as lexi al, and the entry for reel is
simply:
reel 1
<> =

ontainer.

The onstitutative role may be instantiated by syntagmati ombination (e.g. reel of lm) but in some ases
it may only be impli it in the ontext.
There is, however, another sour e of polysemy, sin e ontainer nouns as a lass an also refer to their
ontents. Thus in a (4) reel an be used to refer to the lm it ontains.
(4) I just a identally exposed three reels [ of Ekta hrome ℄.
12

Furthermore, some types of polysemy will apply only to some subpart of the sense des ribed by the lexi al
entry. In this parti ular ase, reel used of inema lms an have an abstra t sense denoting part of the lm:
(5) The mystery is only resolved in the nal reel.
Here we have a sense extension from a physi al obje t used for representation (in this ase the ontained
obje t) to the abstra t entity represented. Other examples of this extension will be dis ussed in more detail
in x5.2. The point here is that it is the instantiated form of the basi entry whi h determines what senses are
available, emphasising the need for exible intera tion between syntagmati ombination and lexi al rules.
A more omplex example of spe ialisation by onstru tional polysemy is adje tival premodi ation; it is
well known that in examples su h as (6), the adje tives take on di erent meanings depending on the nature
of the modi ed head.
(6) a a sad poem / poet / day
b a fast motorway / ar / driver
Su h examples have been used to argue that adje tives should be treated as higher-order predi ates or should
introdu e an unspe i ed predi ate representing the relation between the property denoted by the adje tive
and that denoted by the head noun (e.g. Hobbs et al., 1990). Pustejovsky (1991; 1993) argues that some
su h adje tives an be analysed as predi ates whi h oer e the type of the head and operate on its qualia
stru ture. Thus he analyses fast as a predi ate whi h sele ts the eventive qualia a essible through the
entries for the head nouns in (6b).11 The laim is that nouns denoting artifa ts make available as part of
their lexi al spe i ation an agentive and teli role representing their (typi al) pro ess of reation and of
use, respe tively. Similarly deverbal nouns make their underlying verbal predi ate a essible in the same
manner. Thus, an adje tive sele ting an eventive argument ` oer es' the type of the noun into one of the
eventive qualia or the predi ate underlying the deverbal noun.
Pustejovsky (1991, 1993) also dis usses other examples of `logi al metonymy', in whi h the semanti s of
a verbal predi ate and the type of its omplement exhibit mismat hes, su h as (7).
(7) a Sam enjoyed (drinking) the beer
b Sam enjoyed (wat hing) the lm
Sam enjoyed (reading) the book
d Sam enjoyed (eating) the aviar

enjoy sub ategorises for a NP or progressive VP omplement synta ti ally, but semanti ally requires a omplement with an eventive interpretation in whi h the experien er subje t of enjoy parti ipates as understood

subje t. Ea h of the examples in (7) is grammati al with or without the bra keted progressive parti iple.
However, in the ase where it is not present the interpretation remains (by default) identi al. Analogously,
to the ase of adje tival modi ation, Pustejovsky (1993) aptures the similarity between the two sub ategorisation possibilities for enjoy by means of a type shifting operator applied to the predi ate, and uses
a type oer ion operator whi h sele ts from the eventive qualia of the NP artifa t-denoting omplement to
express the ` o- ompositional' aspe t of the resultant interpretation.
Bris oe et al. (1990) presents an analysis of logi al metonymies with enjoy whi h is based on treating
type oer ion as a (unary) grammati al rule whi h alters the type and interpretation of the NP. However,
Copestake and Bris oe (1992) and Godard and Jayez (1993) point out problems with this analysis stemming
from possibilities of ` o-predi ation'; for example, it seems quite possible to oordinate predi ates whi h
require physi al obje ts and events as omplements, as in (8).

(8) a Sam pi ked up and nished his beer
b Sam ate and enjoyed the aviar
Sam wrote but later regretted that arti le

11 Bris oe et al. (1990) and Godard and Jayez (1993) point out that there are problems with Pustejovsky's te hni al approa h
to type oer ion relating to o-predi ation (see x5 and below). We omit details of this proposal here, whi h is des ribed most
fully in Pustejovsky (1993).
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Therefore, we treat this type of polysemy as a question of sele ting the appropriate aspe t of the meaning of
the omplement, rather than a hange in the meaning of the NP itself. Traditionally, this is losest to saying
that nouns denoting artifa ts are vague, rather than ambiguous, between eventive and obje tive readings, in
these ontexts.
Consider rst the example of fast typist. The e e t we want is for fast to apply to events of the typist
typing | i.e. the paraphrase of fast typist is (by default) typist who types fast. We will assume that we do
this by reifying the event, giving a logi al form equivalent to:12
[x℄[typist(x) ^ f ast(e) ^ type(e; x)℄
We a hieve this result by assuming that the qualia stru ture for typist has its teli role instantiated to:
[x℄[type(e; x)℄
where x is oindexed with the `normal' variable.13 Thus the lexi al entry for typist ontains stru tures
equivalent to the following:

hSEMi[ ℄[typist( )℄
hQUALIA TELICi[
x

x

℄[type(e; x)℄

x

The type adje tive has subtypes for adje tives that sele t the teli role, the agentive role and so on. The
basi type adje tive is sub ategorised for nouns, and has the following semanti s:
[x℄[adj-pred(w) ^ P (w; x)℄
The treatment is similar to that proposed by Hobbs et al. (1990), for example; rather than dire tly equating
the entities denoted by the noun and the adje tive, the relationship between the two, denoted above by P , is
underspe i ed. However, in our approa h, information from the qualia stru ture provides the instantiation.
In the ase of teli -adje tives, P will be instantiated by the teli predi ate.
The lexi al entry for fast an be spe i ed as adje tive with the semanti s instantiated so that it an
only be true of an event. Any parti ular instan e of fast in an utteran e will have to be ome resolved to
one parti ular subtype of adje tive. In the ase of fast typist, the normal form of the adje tive is ruled out
sin e typist is obje t denoting and only the teli role spe i es a possible predi ate. The hoi e of predi ate
may be determined by sele tional restri tions, whi h an be en oded in the LKB as onstraints on the types
governing the predi ate argument stru ture, but we will not dis uss the details here. The qualia stru ture
of the modi ed phrase is equal to that of the noun { see Figure 12.
In this formulation the qualia stru ture of the noun is not itself dire tly modi ed by the adje tive. This
di ers from the treatment we gave in Bris oe et al. (1990) where, be ause we uni ed the entire teli role into
the representation of the modi ed nominal, all teli events were, in e e t, modi ed by the adje tive. This
meant, for example, that the interpretation of enjoy the long book entailed that the reading event assumed
12 We use a linearised form equivalent to the FS representation here for readability. We will leave some aspe ts of the
representation in omplete where the details are not relevant to our main on erns. For example, we do not spe ify here how
the event variable e should be bound. Simple existential quanti ation looks unsatisfa tory sin e there seems to be something
generi or habitual about fast typist. One possible approa h might be to treat the domain of events as having a latti e stru ture
(e.g. Krifka, 1987) whi h would allow us to make the event referred to as fast the omposite of subevents of the typist typing
( f Ojeda, 1993, on generi nominals) or perhaps the omposite of some ontextually salient subevents. Sin e fast need not be
fully distributive, this would not imply that all subevents were fast. But we have not worked out the details of su h a treatment
sin e it is not at all obvious how many typing events fast ought to apply to. Most work on generi s and habituals makes the
assumption that they an be paraphrased using normally or usually, but it is not lear that this is true of fast typist, fast ar
et . It is possible to assert that Bill is a fast typist even if he usually types at 20 words per minute but was observed doing 120
wpm in a ompetition. An individual ar an perhaps be truthfully said to be fast even if it has never been driven above 40mph
yet, as long as its potential is known. This situation is not pe uliar to this lass of adje tival modi ation: John eats snails,
for example, an be true even if he has only done so on e or twi e ( f Pelletier and S hubert's (1988) omments on Fren hmen
eat horsemeat and similar examples).
13 The status of qualia stru ture in our approa h is slightly di erent to that of Pustejovsky and Boguraev (1993) in that we
in lude qualia stru ture in the lexi al representation of the noun (as a omponent of a FS in the LKB) and spe ify type oer ion
in uni ation based terms. However, we also re ognise the need for intera tion between qualia stru ture derived stereotypi al
eventive readings and other pragmati ally or ontextually determined interpretations. In our a ount, the stereotypi al reading
is spe i ed by default as a by-produ t of the parsing pro ess, but an be overridden pragmati ally (see Bris oe et al., 1990;
Las arides et al., forth oming).
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Figure 12: FS for fast typist (letters are used here to indi ate reentran y rather that the usual numbers to
make the gure easier to follow).
was also long, whi h is not ne essarily orre t. In our urrent treatment, the variable is spe i ed by the
adje tive alone and this problem does not arise.
The interpretation of fast typist as someone who types fast is defeasible. In the ontext of a ra e between
typists and a ountants, for example, a fast typist might be one who an run, ski or ride a motorbike qui kly;
in this ase the predi ate is given ontextually. Bris oe et al. (1990) argues for the notion of a default lexi al
interpretation, whi h an be overridden in informationally ri h ontexts. Las arides et al. (forth oming)
des ribes how persistent default feature stru tures an be used to formalise this, by spe ifying the portion
of the semanti representation derived from the qualia stru ture as default.
Our urrent treatment of enjoy is similar to that of fast, in that the ` oer ion' is internal to the verb
semanti s. (Godard and Jayez (1993) also adopt su h an approa h.) We treat enjoy as having a type whi h
an either be spe ialised to take an event denoting omplement in the usual way, or to introdu e an indire t
relationship between an obje t and the event, whi h will be instantiated via the teli role { see Figures 13
and 14.14
One further example of an operation whi h an be involved in onstru tional polysemy ould be alled
broadening sin e usages are available in ontext whi h appear to semanti ally subsume the basi sense.
Usually it appears that a quale whi h is spe i ed in the basi sense be omes overridden in ontext. For
example, the normal usages of bank and loud ould be spe i ed as stating both form and omposition (earth /
water vapour). However, both have usages where alternative ompositions are stated bank of rhodedendrons,
bank of louds/ loud bank, loud of mosquitoes, dust loud. In some omparable ases the broadened sense
may appear more metaphori al, for example forest of hands. In many ases there is eviden e that broadening
of meaning has taken pla e dia hroni ally and that the original senses tended to be spe i and on rete (see
Sweetser 1990). It seems appropriate to regard these examples as being omparable to those given above in
that there is a modulation of sense rather than a omplete shift, but unlike the ases dis ussed above, this
modulation is most naturally expressed as being non-monotoni . For example, in ontrast with the ase of
reel given earlier, there is a very strong preferen e for one parti ular sense and the alternative interpretations
are not onventionalised, but given by ontext (there is no onventional interpretation of loud as loud of
mosquitoes). This implies that non-default interpretations will only be usual in ontexts whi h expli itly give
the ex eptional omponent (normally by ompounding or post-modi ation). This then, is rather similar to
the situation with respe t to the stereotypi al readings of enjoy the book and similar examples (Bris oe et
al., 1990).
To represent broadening we make use of lexi ally spe i ed persistent default omponents of the qualia
stru ture and allow these to be overridden. In the FS for the lexi al entry for loud shown in Figure 15 the
qualia stru ture is stated to refer ne essarily to an individuated physi al obje t of amorphous form, with a
14 We

leave the treatment of both

fast

and enjoy with respe t to oordination to x5 below.
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Figure 15: Lexi al entry for loud
omposition that is also physi al and refers umulatively (i.e. the omposition is either a mass or a plural
obje t). By default, loud is a natural obje t (as opposed to an artifa t) and is omposed of water vapour.15
Referring to the pro ess of overriding the lexi ally spe i ed defaults as broadening is perhaps somewhat
misleading, sin e a more general FS never a tually exists in isolation a ording to this treatment. The
intuition that the sense is broadened is re e ted in the non-defeasible omponents of the modi ed stru ture,
however: for example the semanti ontribution of loud to loud of mosquitoes ould be represented as a
FS with unspe i ed omposition.
Broadening ould alternatively be represented using a lexi al rule whi h removes part of the qualia
stru ture. But this is a less attra tive a ount sin e it would be diÆ ult to avoid spurious ambiguity
whi h would o ur if the broadened sense were spe ialised to have a stru ture equivalent to the usual sense.
Furthermore, the default a ount gives a natural explanation for the fa t that expli it ontextual spe i ation
of the alternative ompositions is ne essary for the usage to be interpreted in its broadened sense, whi h the
lexi al rule a ount would fail to apture, without some additional me hanism. In general, we see the use of
lexi al rules as appropriate when there is a shift in synta ti or semanti type, as will be illustrated in more
detail in the next se tion.
15 This des ription has been somewhat simpli ed but in any ase we would not laim that it is ompletely adequate. It does
not, for instan e, over the mass use of loud, found in (9a), whi h seems to be available only with the default usage ( ompare
(9b)):

(9) a We ew into dense loud.
b * We walked into dense loud of smoke.
Nor does it over the metaphori al uses, su h as

loud of suspi ion.
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4

Sense extensions

By ontrast with onstru tional polysemy, we argue that there are systemati polysemies whi h are best
represented as lexi al rules, whi h we refer to as sense extensions; that is predi table reation of di erent but
related senses. As des ribed in x2, the formalism that we utilise to express these rules is equally appli able to
derivational pro esses, as well as those of onversion, in that we treat all su h lexi al pro esses as mappings
between lexi al (and o asionally phrasal) signs.16 From our perspe tive, it is a idental that some rules
spe ify phonologi al modi ations whilst others do not.17 However, we on entrate on ases whi h involve
little if any grammati al hange, sin e these onstitute the major hallenge to a uniform theory of lexi al
pro esses.
The examples of sense extension dis ussed below ould be broadly hara terised as metonymi . In Bris oe
and Copestake (1991), we suggested that similar me hanisms ould be used to a ount for metaphori
pro esses as well. For example, the sense extension from animals into metaphori al senses denoting humans
with some parti ular hara teristi is apparently produ tive (e.g. John is a lamb / pig / wombat), although
the a tual hara teristi s involved annot be predi ted from knowledge of the animal sense. We would argue,
for example, that the properties as ribed to a person by pig are stereotypi al asso iations with the animal,
whi h would not be en oded in the qualia stru ture. Despite the more asso iative or analogi al nature of
metaphori al sense extension, there is a ore omponent to su h pro esses whi h should be expressed in
terms of a sense extension rule. In general, we assume that the possible mappings de ned by sense extension
rules de ne the limits to the possible shifts in meaning, but more general reasoning may be involved in
determining the meaning more exa tly in a parti ular ontext. However, in this paper, we will on entrate
on metonymi examples.
4.1

Grinding and portioning

One pro ess of sense extension is that whi h reates mass nouns denoting an unindividuated substan e from
ount nouns denoting an individuated physi al obje t of some kind. Given the right ontext, this pro ess an
apply quite generally. The ontext normally suggested is to imagine a large grinding ma hine, the Universal
Grinder (see, e.g. Pelletier and S hubert, 1989), whi h would, for example, turn a table into some substan e
that ould be referred to by the mass term table. Conventional sub ases of grinding exist, for example, fooddenoting mass nouns an be formed from animal-denoting ount nouns (e.g. lamb, rabbit, haddo k, hi ken).
This extension appears to be produ tive, at least in a suÆ iently marked ontext; for example, in the LOB
orpus (10) we nd the use of mole as a mass term.
(10) Badger hams are a deli a y in China while mole is eaten in many parts of Afri a.
We therefore annot assume that the extended senses are listed expli itly in the lexi on. As in this example,
where the animal sense is a ount noun and the meat sense is mass, sense extensions may a e t synta ti
behaviour. However, the synta ti di eren e is not riterial sin e in examples su h as (11) it is the predi ate
rather than the omplement whi h indi ates that grinding has o urred.
(11) Sam enjoyed the lamb.18
Furthermore, unlike the ase of o-predi ation with onstru tional polysemy, it seems mu h harder to oordinate predi ates sele ting for the ground and unground senses of a omplement, espe ially if this is ombined
with o- omposition, as (12) illustrates.
(12) a ?Sam fed and arved the lamb
b ??Sam fed and enjoyed the lamb

16 This makes our approa h losest to that of word-based morphology (e.g. Arono , 1976) but with the possibility of phrasal
based operations as well.
17 In fa t, there is more to be said on this topi , sin e it seems plausible that derivational rules are less ambiguous, be ause
of the information about the pro ess onveyed by the aÆx, and therefore, perhaps more ne-grained in the sense modi ations
they produ e. Dis ussion of su h di eren es though would take us outside the s ope of this paper.
18 Note that in (11) both grinding and o- omposition are required { we assume that grinding of animals to meat reates an
artifa t whi h is spe i ed for eventive teli and agentive qualia, leading to a default `Sam enjoyed eating the lamb' interpretation.
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In x5 we return to similar more a eptable ases and argue that in restri ted ases su h examples are omprehensible as instan es of o- omposition with the origin spe i ation of the ground predi ate. However,
for the moment we assume that su h examples suggest that we have a genuine ambiguity, as opposed to
vagueness: in this ase between animal and `animal stu ' denoting senses.
One striking similarity between onventionalised ases of grinding and derivational pro esses is that
both an be blo ked (e.g. Arono , 1976); that is, undergo preemption by synonymy or lexi al form. For
example, Arono notes the pattern in (13) and argues that gloriosity is blo ked by glory, whilst uriosity
and uriousness o-exist be ause they are not synonymous (possibly as a result of semanti spe ialisation).
(13) a urious / uriosity / uriousness
b glorious / *gloriosity / gloriousness
His uriosity was attra ted to the uriousness of the phenomenon
d ??His uriousness was attra ted to the uriosity of the phenomenon
Thus (13 ) and (13d) are not equally a eptable be ause uriousness is typi ally predi ated of things, unlike uriosity whi h seems more appropriate to people. Similarly, we nd the examples in (14) with the
onventionalised sub ase of meat grinding are odd.
(14) a ?Sam ate pig (pork)
b ?Sam likes ow (beef)
`Hot sausages, two for a dollar, made of genuine pig, why not buy one for the
lady?.'
`Don't you mean pork, sir?' said Carrot warily, eyeing the glistening tubes.
`Manner of speaking, manner of speaking,' said Throat qui kly. `Certainly your
a tual pig produ ts. Genuine pig.'
(Terry Prat hett, 1989. Guards, Guards!, Gollanz, London. (p. 155, Corgi edition, 1990))
d There were ve thousand extremely loud people on the oor eager to tear into
roast ow with both hands and wash it down with bourbon whiskey. (Tom Wolfe,
1979. The Right Stu , Farrar, Straus and Giroux, New York (p. 298, Pi ador
edition, 1991))
Nevertheless, su h examples do o ur and when they do, as in (14 ,d) the intuition is that they are not
synonymous with the underived senses of pork and beef; they either onvey a negative attitude to the
onsumption of the meat on the part of the speaker or an entailment of extended denotation, where more
of the ow or pig than is normally onsidered `meat' is being treated as food. Blo king appears to be
expli able on the basis of Gri ean prin iples, in parti ular the Maxim of Manner. Given a hoi e between
ways of expressing the same meaning, the most easily interpretable ones should be preferred. In general,
this implies that ommon terms should be used rather than obs ure ones, briefer/simpler forms rather than
more omplex ones, and unambiguous expressions instead of ambiguous ones.19 Apparent violation of this
maxim arries the (dis ourse) impli ation that the terms are not stri tly synonymous, thus terms whi h are
normally blo ked will be interpreted as arrying additional entailments (see Bris oe et al., 1994 for additional
dis ussion).
Nunberg and Zaenen (1992) point out that onventionalised sub ases of grinding vary ross-linguisti ally
and that there are no lear pragmati explanations either for this variation or the absen e of some onventionalised ases in English. For example, they report that in Eskimo (at least onventionalised) grinding of
animals is ungrammati al; and in English it seems that grinding of fruits or nuts to produ e liquids is not
onventionalised: thus, the examples in (15) are awkward, though (15b) is imaginable, for example, in the
19 Avoidan

e of ambiguity might apply to sense extension, but not to derivation and it is not obvious how to measure
brevity/ omplexity. In fa t, blo king is expli able simply in terms of avoiding obs urity, by whi h we mean that the speaker
will generally use the form whi h has highest frequen y. At rst sight it might seem that this is ir ular, but note that we are
not trying to a ount for the distribution of the blo ked form in the general spee h ommunity here, but only for the e e ts on
the individual speaker. Obviously the hoi es of individual speakers a e t overall frequen ies, giving a positive feedba k e e t
in this ase. We onsider this in more detail in x6.
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ontext of a onversation between professional ooks.
(15) a ?I drink pear rather than pea h ( f. I drink orange for breakfast)
b ?I fry ourgettes with olive rather than saower
For these reasons, they argue that a language spe i system of `lexi al li enses' must be provided in order to
spe ify whi h sub ases of the more general on eptual grinding transfer o ur onventionally in a parti ular
language. In addition, di erent languages hoose di erent grammati al means to en ode grinding and its
sub ases; for instan e, in Dut h meat grinding of animals is usually realised by expli it ompounding of
vlees so lamb meat is lamsvlees and so forth. The onversion pro ess appears to be restri ted to the more
stereotypi al animals whi h are farmed for meat, su h as hi ken. In this way, Dut h appears to somewhat
mirror the situation in English with liquid grinding, where ertain sterotypi al `jui y' fruit denoting nouns,
su h as orange an a quire a jui e sense through grinding, but the majority require expli it ompounding
(e.g. apri ot jui e).
Nunberg and Zaenen (1992) also argue that the meaning of ground nouns is defeasible and therefore
pragmati ally spe i ed. Thus, in the ase of grinding of animals, they would provide a lexi al li ense
spe ifying that this is onventional in English, but argue that the interpretation of ground animal denoting
nouns as meat is ontextually spe i ed. Thus, in (14a,b) the Maxim of Manner requires that we hoose pork
or beef be ause these terms have a more restri ted denotation than `animal stu '. On the other hand in
examples su h as (16a,b) the ontext tells us that a more restri ted `meat' denotation is appropriate. Whilst,
in (16 ) the ontext tells us that a `fur' reading is more appropriate, and in (16d) that nothing more spe i
than `stu ' is entailed.
(16) a Sam eats rabbit regularly
b Sam enjoyed the rabbit
Sam wears rabbit regularly
d Sam both wears and eats rabbit
Our approa h is similar in that we posit a general abstra t lexi al rule of grinding and onventionalised
sub ases, in luding animal meat grinding and animal fur grinding. However, we also suggest that whilst the
more spe i onventionalised `meat' and `fur' senses are defeasible in appropriate ontexts (be ause the more
general ground sense is also available), they are spe i ed lexi ally as a omponent of the onventionalised
sub ases of the grinding lexi al rule.
The general rule of grinding is shown in Figure 16 (using the type system des ribed in Copestake, 1992,
whi h also dis usses the formal semanti properties of the grinding fun tion in the ontext of the general
treatment of mass terms proposed by Krifka (1987)). The e e t of the lexi al rule is to reate from a ount
noun with the qualia properties appropriate to an individuated physi al obje t, a mass noun with properties
appropriate for an unindividuated substan e.
We spe ialise the grinding rule to allow for ases su h as the animal/meat extension expli itly. The typed
framework provides us with a natural method of hara terising the subparts of the lexi on to whi h su h
rules should apply. The lexi al rules an, in e e t, be parametrised by inheritan e in the type system. For
example, we an give rules whi h inherit information from grinding su h as meat-grinding:
meat-grinding

< > < grinding < >
< 1 QUALIA > = animal
< 0 QUALIA > = subst.

As in x2.3 subst is a type whi h stands for normally omestible naturally derived substan es. The lexi al
rule an be applied to the lexi al entry for rabbit to generate a sense orresponding to `edible stu derived
from rabbits' partially represented as shown in Figure 17. Here the spe i ation of the value for the teli
role arises from the onstraint on the type subst. Using the notion of persistent defaults des ribed in
Las arides et al (forth oming), we an treat this as defeasible. The meat-grinding rule reates a se ond
extended sense for the mass noun rabbit (and other animal denoting ount nouns) but does not result in the
full spe i ation of what might usually be taken as the meaning of the meat/ esh sense. The substan e is
stated to be edible (to be pre ise, to have the normal purpose of being eaten) and to be derived from the
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animal, but there is no attempt at de ning the meaning to ex lude, say, stu derived from bones; parti ular
ultural assumptions will a e t exa tly what is taken to be edible, so rabbit will usually ex lude the bones
but whitebait will not, for example. Thus not all the hara teristi s are aptured by the lexi al rule and we
assume that pragmati e e ts will ensure further ontextual spe ialisation.
The more spe i rules whi h inherit from the general grinding rule, express the onventionalised pro esses
that apply to semanti ally spe i ed parts of the lexi on. In addition to meat-grinding we ould also de ne
a lexi al rule whi h gives the fur/skin sense, available for rabbit, mink, beaver, alf, lizard, ro odile and so
forth. In this way we a ount for the possibility of multiple distin t mass senses being possible. In ontext,
a general mass sense orresponding to the appli ation of the underspe i ed grinding rule is available, as in
(17).
(17) After several lorries had run over the body, there was rabbit splattered all over the
road.
Thus, under this a ount, the defeasibility of the more spe i sense is predi ted in terms of ambiguity. The
alternative of relying on pragmati spe i ation of a single underspe i ed sense seems to us less satisfa tory
be ause of the spe i ity of readings found in uninformative ontexts; for example, in examples su h as (16b)
or (18), the natural interpretation is that the rabbit was eaten.
(18) Sam enjoyed but later regretted the rabbit
Under the o- ompositional a ount of su h onstru tional polysemy (see x3) this is straightforward sin e the

meat-grinding sense of rabbit provides a teli role whi h allows the eating interpretation to be onstru ted.20

However, if the lexi on does not propose su h a sense, it is un lear what it is about the ontext whi h
allows pragmati spe ialisation of the interpretation. Bris oe et al. (1990) provide empiri al support for
the hypothesis that the lexi on proposes and pragmati s disposes of su h initial interpretations: on the
assumption that logi al metonymy will be utilised when a reading based on qualia is appropriate, or when
the ontext is ri h enough to provide determinate information to override this `default'; and that an expli it
event will be spe i ed where a non-default reading is appropriate, but the general ontext is not ri h enough
to override the default. Thus, a verb like enjoy o urs mostly with metonymi NP omplements, but when it
does o ur with progressive VPs the interpretation is never that whi h would be predi ted by o- omposition
with eventive qualia; whilst with metonymi NP omplements, where the default reading is inappropriate
the ontext is always informationally ri h and determinate.
Multiple sense extensions / lexi al rules may be applied in sequen e. For example, we mentioned in x2.3
the lexi al rule portioning whi h onverts food or drink denoting mass nouns into ount nouns denoting a
portion of that substan e (e.g. three beers). This is learly produ tive, it an be used with names of parti ular
types of beer, for instan e, su h as three Heinekens/IPAs/An hor Steams. It an also apply to extended
senses su h as three lambs, at least in the ontext of a restaurant. This `feeding' of lexi al rules raises the
issue of why ground portioned nouns are not, for instan e, reground reating an in nite sequen e of more
and more derived senses. There are several potential solutions to this problem; one might be to set up the
rules so that grinding feeds portioning but not vi e-versa. However, we do not think that this is ne essary,
and in fa t there is no reason to believe that portioned ount nouns are of a type ina essible to grinding.
Rather we think that the non-existen e of ground portioned nouns follows from the semi-produ tivity of
lexi al rules; the ground portioned sense is synonymous with the original mass sense and is thus blo ked.
We return to the issues of semi-produ tivity and blo king in x6.
4.2

Nominal Metonymies

Grinding an be hara terised as a set of metonymi sense extensions in whi h the animal omes to stand for
something derived from the animal. However, it appears to have a di erent avour to many of the nominal
metonymies identi ed by Nunberg (1979), for example. Many of these involve obje ts standing for people,
as in (19).
20 We

defer to x6 an explanation of why this reading is preferred to one in whi h Sam is wearing rabbit fur.
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(19) a The third violin is playing badly
b The Armani suit lounging gra efully at the bar looks bored
London said that a new passport ould not be issued
d The village voted onservative at the last ele tion
Although these putative sense extensions seem to have no grammati al e e ts, sometimes they an a e t
agreement. Nunberg (1979) and Pollard and Sag (in press) dis uss the use of food to denote people, whi h
is a less onventionalised example of a similar metonymy, as in (20).
(20) a The ham sandwi h wants a oke
b The fren h fries is getting impatient
It is lear that agreement in (20b) is determined by the referent rather than the syntax of the NP fren h
fries whi h would indu e plural agreement given a non-metonymi reading. Similarly, o-predi ation of su h
examples seems awkward, as in (21).
(21) a ??The ham sandwi h wants a oke and has gone stale
b ??The fren h fries is getting impatient and are getting old
??The third violin is s rat hed and playing badly
d ??The Armani suit is at the bar and rumpled
Similarly, it is lear that pronominal agreement and re exivisation are also a e ted by transfer of referen e
(Fau onnier, 1985; Nunberg, 1993; Pollard and Sag, in press). These observations suggest to us that these
nominal metonymies must have a non-pragmati omponent and must be treated as distin t senses / signs.
Within our framework, we propose to treat them as sense extensions and provide lexi al rules for them,
analogous to those developed for grinding and portioning.
Another su h sense extension is that from a word denoting a fruit (or nut) to a plant bearing that type
of fruit (e.g. apple, gooseberry, walnut) whi h is found in Italian and Spanish as well as English.21 However,
in the Roman e languages the fruit is usually (but not always) feminine while the tree is mas uline (there
are one or two ex eptions). For example, in Spanish we have a eituna/a eituno (olive), pomelo/pomelo
(grapefruit) (see Soler and Marti, 1993). In a few ases, the suÆx ero applies { albari oque, albari oquero
(again illustrating the similarity of sense extension, onversion and derivation). The basi type for the lexi al
rule an be stated as:
fruit-to-tree (lexi al-rule)

<
<
<
<

1
0
1
0

> = lex- ount-noun
> = lex- ount-noun
QUALIA > = nat obj
QUALIA > = plant.

The normal lexi al rule for Spanish an then be stated as:
fruit-to-tree-ESP

<> = fruit-to-tree
< 0 SEM IND AGR GENDER > = mas
< 1 QUALIA AGENTIVE ORIGIN > = < 0 SEM PRED > .

The ex eptional ases an be stated using expli it lexi al entries whi h override the usual results of lexi al
rule appli ation:
higuera

<> < ( higo + fruit-to-tree-ESP ) <>
< SEM IND AGR GENDER > = fem.

This example illustrates that some nominal metonymies, just like grinding, an have di erent grammati al
en odings in di erent languages and this supports our ontention that su h pro esses should be treated as
21 Some te hniques for exploiting parallelism between lexi al pro esses in ma hine translation are des ribed in Copestake and
San lippo (1993).
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language spe i lexi al rules, reating lexi al entries (signs) with extended senses and di erent grammati al
and/or phonologi al spe i ations, as required. We return to the issue of how to distinguish su h ases from
those of sense modulation or onstru tional polysemy in x5.
4.3

Phrasal sense extension

There are some examples where sense extensions apparently apply to phrases. Thus the pla e -> group sense
extension applies both to words su h as village and pla e denoting phrases, as in (22).
(22) a The south side of Cambridge voted Conservative
b Three villages / three villages south of the river / ?three villages built of stone
voted for the proposed ban on timber produ tion.
These seem quite restri ted; in this parti ular sense extension it appears that only modi ers whi h might
apply to the group of people, or whi h are lo ational (as in the south side of Cambridge) are fully a eptable.
With grinding too, there are ases of phrases, or at least ompounds, undergoing the sense extension, as in
(23).
(23) Here you an eat alligator tail, elk, rattlesnake and that sni ker-inspiring deli a y,
Ro ky Mountain oysters. (CSAA magazine)
The treatment of su h phrasal sense extensions in the LKB is a straightforward generalisation of the lexi al
ase sin e as we des ribed in x2.3 `lexi al' rules an apply to any feature stru ture representing a lexi al or
phrasal sign with the appropriate properties.
Some examples where a sense extension apparently applies to a phrase are misleading though, sin e the
availability of qualia stru ture does allow for modi ers whi h apply to the unextended sense. For example,
in the meat grinding ases, we get orn-fed hi ken and young lamb, where the adje tival phrase, on semanti
grounds, has to apply to the animal, not the meat, but we also get, for example, young veal, orn-fed beef, so
su h examples do not demonstrate that grinding is applying to a phrase. We would analyse all these ases
as ones in whi h the modi er is applying to the origin feature of the qualia stru ture (see Figure 17 and
the example of fast typist shown in Figure 12, and also x5).22
4.4

Novel sense extensions

Pragmati fa tors learly a e t the a eptability of the underspe i ed, un onventionalised uses of sense
extension typi ed by the `ham sandwi h' example in (22a). Something like Nunberg's (1979) onditions on
transfer of referen e are needed for the intended referent to be identi able. But these in themselves do not
suÆ iently delimit the possible uses of even the novel sense extensions. Nunberg postulates a set of basi
transfer fun tions | we would identify these with our most general sense extension rules. The existen e
of a (unidire tional) obje t -> human basi transfer fun tion allows for the ham sandwi h senten es, in
appropriate ontexts, but the onverse ase does not seem to be possible. Thus, for example, (24) is an
una eptable way of referring to the food that has been ordered by an identi ed ustomer.
(24) * The man with the brown suit is in the mi rowave.
Nunberg dis usses the ue-validity of su h putative transfer fun tions and argues that those whi h o ur
are motivated by the value of the fun tion as a determinant of the referent. However, a priori there is no
apparent reason why the fun tion from human -> obje t annot apply in ontexts in whi h (24) might be
uttered.
For the ham sandwi h examples the basi sense extension rule that applies ould be hara terised as
physi al obje t -> human. It seems reasonable to assume that su h a rule is analogous to the basi grinding
rule (see x4.1) in that it is generally possible only in marked ontexts, but that there are onventional
sub ases. For example, Atkins (1990) lists:
22 Many adje tives whi h ould normally apply to the animal but whi h are not usually seen as a e ting the meat do not
appear in these onstru tions (??We serve happy/beheaded hi ken vs. We serve the meat of happy/beheaded hi kens; see
Nunberg, this volume.) However, we think this is expli able on the basis of general pragmati prin iples outlined in x5, below.
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hara teristi dress -> person who wears it (e.g. bla kshirt, red beret)
musi al instrument -> person who plays it (e.g. ello, sax).
(Some di tionaries also list, for example, spear, bow, gun meaning people who use these weapons, but these
seem somewhat ar hai .)
Thus we would treat the interpretation of all su h novel examples in mu h the same way as the onventional ases. Novel extended usages are not rare, at least in some styles of writing; (25) is taken from a
newspaper travel arti le.
(25) [Chester℄ serves not just ountry folk, but farming, suburban and ity folk too.
You'll see Armani drifting into the Grosvenor Hotel's ex lusive (but exquisite) Arkle
Restaurant and C+A giggling out of its streetfront brasserie next door. (Guardian
Weekly, 13 November 1993)
Here Armani and C+A are presumably intended to be interpreted along the lines of people wearing lothes
from Armani / C+A (and ould be analysed as a ombination of two onventionalised pro esses, brand
name -> obje t, plus hara teristi dress -> person who wears it).23 Our a ount predi ts that all su h
novel metonymi sense extensions should be analysable as falling into a range of basi patterns whi h might
themselves be language dependent. These basi rules whether onventionalised or not should intera t with
other grammati al rules appropriately; for example, grammati ally indu ed type oer ion o urs when NPs
appear as predi ative omplements, as in (26) (see e.g. Partee, 1992).
(26) a Sam onsiders Bill a fool
b Sam is a fool
In (26) a fool is oer ed from a generalized quanti er to a property (from hhe; ti; ti to he; ti in extensional
terms). Ham sandwi h examples an parti ipate in this oer ion quite easily, as in (27) said to a waiter
delivering a variety of dishes.
(27) I am the ham sandwi h
This is ompatible with our a ount, given that the sense extension will produ e a meaning whi h an be
glossed as `the x who ordered a ham sandwi h' whi h an in turn be oer ed to a property of ordering a ham
sandwi h by the standard type shifting operator.
4.5

Dire tionality

Although in the ase of derivation there is lear eviden e of dire tionality, this is not the ase with onversion.
In the ases with whi h we are most on erned where the pro ess is still learly produ tive, novel uses,
su h as the example of mole given earlier, at least demonstrate that a parti ular dire tionality is possible.
In some ases, the basi sense is evident from the morphology, thus we assume that the fruit/nut sense
rather than the bush/tree sense is primary in gooseberry, strawberry, walnut, hestnut and so forth. This
does not pre lude the possibility that the dire tion might hange over time nor that there might be ases
analogous to morphologi al ba k formation. In other ases, there are losely related rules of derivation or
ompounding whi h suggest that there should be the same dire tionality in the onversion ase; for example,
ompounding with jui e and meat losely mirrors the grinding onversion, whilst -ful suÆxation mirrors the
ontainer/ ontents nominal metonymy. In addition, the tests for ue-validity of transfer fun tions whi h
Nunberg (1979) proposes an also be used to distinguish basi from metonymi senses, as he suggests, and
there appear to be general onstraints on transfer fun tions whi h suggest that they extend from the on rete
to the abstra t and the simple to the omplex (e.g. Sweetser, 1990).
Cruse (1986:69) des ribes a test for distinguishing senses a ording to whether or not they are fully
established (i.e. onventionalised in our terminology). This involves the possibility of simultaneously negating
the non-fully-established sense whilst asserting the fully established sense, while the onverse is mu h less
a eptable. Thus, his example of novel meaning the text or the physi al obje t is given in (28).
23 It seems relatively easy to be ome a ustomed to metonymi usages after a parti ular pattern when they re ur in some
orpus as though the pro ess were be oming (lo ally) onventionalised (ham sandwi h examples may have this status in the
linguisti s literature).
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(28) a I'm not interested in the binding, over, typefa e et | I'm interested in the
novel.
b ? I'm not interested in the plot, hara terisation et | I'm interested in the
novel.
It is reasonable to assume that the per eived dire tionality of sense extension pro esses would be from fully
onventionalised to less onventionalised senses. The examples in (29) seem to on rm the intuition that the
animal sense is primary, in ases of meat grinding, and the fruit sense in the fruit tree examples.
(29) a I don't want the meat, I want the lamb.
b ?I don't want the animal, I want the lamb.
I don't want trees, I want pea hes.
d ? I don't want fruits, I want pea hes.
The behaviour in this test is expli able on the assumption that basi onventional senses are assumed
by default, and that the extended senses have to be for ed by ontext. Their are some ases where neither
Cruse's test nor any of the other riterion mentioned give lear results. Nunberg (1978) dis usses at length the
diÆ ulty of making su h a hoi e in the ase of the instan e/type distin tion, for example. The dire tionality
of sense extension rules does not a e t the representation of the signs involved so these preferen es in
interpretation must follow from the manner of rule appli ation. In x6, we argue that the semi-produ tivity
of su h rules an also be used to predi t these preferen es.
5

Coordination and

o-predi ation

Given that we have suggested two di erent methods for dealing with systemati polysemy, it is learly ne essary to establish that we an, in fa t, distinguish between onstru tional polysemy and sense extension. It is
not always straightforward to distinguish between ases where the relational approa h of en oding the di erent aspe ts of one entity will work and the examples where it seems ne essary to postulate the onstru tion
of a new stru ture via the lexi al rule me hanism. Pustejovsky (1994) suggests that the distin tion an be
made on the basis of o-predi ation: that door an be treated as having a relational stru ture en oding both
the aperture and physi al obje t usages, be ause of the a eptability of (30).
(30) John painted and walked through the door.
However, he argues newspaper must be oer ed between the physi al obje t and organisation usages be ause
of the una eptability of (31a), despite the a eptability of examples su h as (31b) whi h might be the result
of a oer ion pro ess applying phrasally to the NP. 24
(31) a * The newspaper red its editor and fell o the table.
b John used to work for the newspaper that you are reading.
This is an area where opinions (and judgements) di er. For example, Cruse (1986:65) treats door as
having distin t panel and aperture senses on the basis of the semanti abnormality of (32):
(32) ? We took the door o its hinges and then walked through it.
but assumes that a `global door' sense is involved in (33) (whi h was ited by Nunberg (1979) as eviden e
that door is not ambiguous).
(33) The door was smashed in so often that it had to be bri ked up.
Care also has to be taken to use ases where the predi ates ould be true of the same entity, thus (34) does
not demonstrate that tea her must be oer ed.
(34) ? The tea her was pregnant and had a beard.
24 In this parti ular ase, however, it is by no means obvious that the newspaper
opy of a paper (see below).
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that you are reading

has to refer to a physi al

We an assume that a eptable examples of o-predi ation are eviden e that a single stru ture is available,
and thus that onstru tional polysemy is at work. However, we will argue that zeugma25 is not in general
expli able on the basis of the existen e of multiple distin t lexi al stru tures. So we annot ne essarily take
negative examples as eviden e for distin t senses and thus as supporting an a ount involving sense extension
as opposed to onstru tional polysemy.
In the ases where we have posited rules of sense extension, it is en umbent on us to a ount for apparent
ounter-examples involving o-predi ation. The learest su h examples are oordinations, where there is no
possibility of arguing that the sense extension applies phrasally and where the standard rule of oordination
requires type ompatibility (e.g. Partee, 1992). Furthermore, oordinations involving sortal mismat hes are
often zeugmati , as (36) illustrates.
(36) a He arrived in a Rolls Roy e and a temper
b Our oÆ e typist is fast and bearded
Although we argued that similar o-predi ations of ground and unground senses seem to be ruled out in
x4.1, some appear to be possible. For example, (37a) involves a oordination of predi ates whi h sele t the
animal sense of hi ken, whilst in (37b) we appear to have one whi h sele ts both animal and meat senses.
(37) a This hi ken is orn-fed and healthy
b Corn-fed and inexpensive hi ken is diÆ ult to nd
We an a ount for both these examples on the assumption that the origin of the qualia stru ture of the
ground sense is available for modi ation (as mentioned in x4.3). Nunberg (this volume) argues that this
treatment is insuÆ iently restri tive sin e the property des ribed has to have some appli ability to the meat
for the predi ation to be fully a eptable. However we would argue that examples su h as (38a) are no
di erent from those in whi h a ontextually unexpe ted adje tive is applied straightforwardly to the noun,
for example, (38b):
(38) a ?? We serve orn-fed and happy hi ken
b ? We serve dense potatoes
(38b) is odd, despite the fa t that potato tubers an di er in physi al density, sin e it is not generally realised
that this a e ts eating quality. Thus, on our a ount, both these examples are problemati simply be ause
the ontext is not providing/supporting a lear interpretation. Making the ontext expli it improves the
a eptability, sin e it restri ts and guides the possible interpretations. Su h e e ts are, admittedly, more
likely to arise with adje tives that modify di erent qualia on our a ount, but this would be expe ted, sin e
properties true of aspe ts of an entity are less likely to relate to a ommon property, and thus be part of a
oherent dis ourse.
5.1

Coordination in

onstru tional polysemy

In x3 we des ribed a representation of adje tives whi h relied on sele tion of predi ates from the qualia
stru ture a ording to the type of the resolved adje tival stru ture. Adje tives of the same or di ering types
an be oordinated, although there seem to be some restri tions on the produ tivity of this pro ess when
the adje tives sele t di erent qualia (?fast and well-dressed typist). But some examples are more a eptable,
su h as fast and intelligent typist where intelligent is assumed to be true of the unmodi ed variable, and the
oddness of the others is perhaps better explained as a pragmati e e t. We will assume that the sub at
value of the onjoined phrase is the uni ation of the values on the adje tive daughters and that the semanti s
25 Zeugma is the traditional term for the variety of anomaly whi h arises when terms are inappropriately linked (yoked)
together, su h as in (35):

(35) He was wearing a s arf, a pair of boots, and a look of onsiderable embarrassment. (from Cruse,
1986:13)
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is simply spe i ed as the onjun tion.26 Thus we have:
[x℄[f ast(e) ^ P (e; x) ^ intelligent(x)℄
where P is oindexed to the teli predi ate of the sub ategorised noun. This an be applied to typist to give
[x℄[f ast(e) ^ type(e; x) ^ intelligent(x) ^ typist(x)℄
Cases su h as orn-fed and expensive hi ken are similar, on the assumption that orn-fed sele ts the origin
in this instan e.
Coordination of the noun raises some more omplex issues. The rst point to noti e is that the treatment
of adje tives given above pre ludes the possibility of sele ting one role from one onjun t and a di erent one
from another. This appears to be basi ally orre t for adje tival modi ation. In the example below, lap is
event denoting and the normal form of fast would be expe ted to apply, whereas it sele ts for the teli role
of ars.
(39) ??Prost only gets enthusiasti about fast ars and laps.
This is odd at least on the reading in whi h fast applies to the onjun tion ars and laps. However, ases
where the adje tive sele ts for the same role appear to be generally a eptable, even if the predi ate sele ted
di ers. For example:
(40) The ompany's fast typists and omputers have raised produ tivity by 20%.
In su h examples, the onjoined entities should be regarded as being ombined to produ e a single ( omplex)
entity, in order to get the olle tive readings.
The onjoined form typists and omputers an be onstru ted from the individual representations using,
for example, the formalism des ribed by Link (1983) to stru ture the domain su h that omplex entities an
be des ribed. Thus, the semanti s of the onjoined phrase ould be written as:
[x  y ℄[typist(x) ^

( )℄

omputer y

Given the approa h that we have adopted previously, of treating the qualia as quite distin t from the rest
of the sign, the most straightforward option for the qualia of the onjun tion is to identify it with the
disjun tion of the qualia of the onjun ts.27 In this ase, fast would sele t the predi ates from the disjun t,
giving:
[x  y ℄[f ast(e) ^ ( ompute _ type)(e; x  y ) ^ typist(x) ^ omputer(y )℄
But we may want to be able to dedu e from this a distributive reading whi h asso iates the orre t predi ate
with the parti ular type of individual (typists who type fast and omputers whi h ompute fast). To do this,
we would have to ompli ate the representation somewhat, so that the disjun tion was not simply of atomi
predi ates, but restri ted the arguments with respe t to the qualia. Although we do not want to equate the
fast event with the variables in the qualia stru ture, we ould restri t the fast event to be a subevent of those
spe i ed there. In the ase of the disjun tive qualia, this would have the e e t of restri ting fast typing
events to the typists and fast omputing events to the omputers. We will leave this open, sin e the pre ise
formulation depends on the semanti s adopted for events and there are other options, involving alternative
treatments of the relationship of the qualia stru ture to the rest of the sign.
26 We will also assume, for the moment, that the type of the onjoined phrase is underspe i ed. Te hni ally, this raises a
problem analogous to that a e ting onjun tion in HPSG (Pollard and Sag, in press), sin e the type ould not be fully resolved,
although, in this parti ular ase, it is possible to de ne a more omplex type system whi h avoids this situation.
27 The main reason why we have maintained the distin tion between qualia stru ture and the rest of the sign here is to avoid
making the representations unne essarily theory dependent. Within HPSG, for example, there are a variety of ways in whi h the
qualia stru ture might be in orporated into the semanti representation, whi h would a e t the way in whi h the qualia stru ture
of the onjun t was derived. Qualia ould be regarded as part of the ba kground (that is as presuppositional rather than truth
onditional) or even be lo ated on the index (Pollard and Sag, in press). These options would arry di erent impli ations as to
how the qualia should be ombined in onjoined phrases. The only essential point here is that the interpretation of examples
like fast typists and omputers where fast distributes over the onjun ts requires that the qualia stru ture of the onjun ts
should still be individually a essible in the phrase.
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Our urrent proposal for the representation of verbs like enjoy, begin and so on, dis ussed in x3, involves
treating them in a manner analogous to fast. Conjun tions su h as those in (41) are thus possible in mu h
the same way as the onjun tion of fast and intelligent.
(41) a Sam pi ked up and nished his beer
b Sam ate and enjoyed the aviar
Sam wrote but later regretted that arti le
However, unlike modi ation by fast, there are some ases where the omplement to enjoy is a onjun tion,
su h that one onjun t is obje t denoting and another event denoting.
(42) a I enjoy lms and mending antique lo ks
b We found Sam swimming the hannel, whi h he enjoys more than golf (due to
Geo Nunberg)
Gordon Parry (Gary Mavers) has ome into the world and enjoys a small ar,
many women possibly in luding Julia and embezzling the premiums he olle ts
(Guardian, 16th Jan 1990, Features)
In any approa h where the ` oer ion' is internal to enjoy, problems arise in treating su h examples, No
straightforwardly uni ation based approa h an a ount for both (41) and (42) by postulating one operation
applying either to the verb or its omplement. If oer ion applied to the noun phrase then the noun would
need to have a dual oer ed/un oer ed nature in (41), if it were internal to the verb then this would have
to be both oer ing and non- oer ing in (42). This remains true even if the work of spe ifying the oer ed
meaning is shared between the omponents, or if the oer ion a e ts part of the sign rather than the whole
of it.
Sin e the examples of onjun tion of unlike types in the omplement seem more restri ted and marked
than the onjun tion of the verbs, we prefer our urrent a ount (whi h makes (42) problemati rather
than (41)) over the one we gave in Bris oe et al. (1990) (where the onverse applied). The diÆ ulty seems
omparable to the problem of ross- ategorial oordination from a synta ti viewpoint for whi h a number of
solutions have been proposed (see e.g. Sag et al., 1985; Shieber, 1992; Cooper, 1991). Conjun tion is li ensed
in examples su h as (43) if the synta ti des riptions of ea h of the onjun ts independently uni es with the
sub ategorisation requirement of the verb, despite the fa t that these des riptions will not unify with ea h
other:
(43) Tigger be ame famous and a omplete snob
Similar remarks must apply to the syntax of examples su h as (42) and the semanti e e ts parallel the
synta ti ones: the onjun ts individually have types whi h are a epted by enjoy and the onjun tion is
only li ensed in ontexts where enjoy (or a similar predi ate) is involved. So a promising dire tion for future
resear h would be to provide an a ount where this parallelism is expli it. However, any su h a ount will
have to move beyond a stri tly uni ation based formalism, to allow for the multiple distin t oer ions
involved in examples su h as (42 ).
5.2

Co-predi ation tests

There are ases where the o-predi ation test gives less lear indi ations as to whether onstru tional polysemy or sense extension are involved. Take the example of book: it seems lear enough that it has two
senses (or usages) | as a physi al entity whi h represents some text and as the abstra t text itself. But the
distin tion between these is not really straightforward. Consider the set of examples in (44)
(44) That book is full of metaphori al language.
That book is full of long senten es.
That book is full of spelling mistakes.
That book is full of typographi errors.
That book has an unreadable font.
That book has lots of smudged type.
That book is overed with o ee.
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There seems to be a line here from properties whi h are learly true of the ontent, through those whi h
may be true only of a parti ular edition or printing through to those whi h are true only of a opy ( f. Cruse
1986:71). Co-predi ation of the rst and last properties seems odd, as in (45).
(45) ? That book is full of metaphori al language and is overed with o ee, so it's very
hard to read.
But o-predi ation of adja ent pairs seems natural in all ases, for example (46)
(46) That book is full of typographi errors and has an unreadable font.
If we treat these senses as ases of onstru tional polysemy, o-predi ation is predi ted. Thus book an
have a formal role and a ontent role in its qualia stru ture. On this basis, there is no ne essary on i t
between properties su h as is full of long senten es and has o ee spilt on it. This treatment will not,
therefore, a ount for the apparent oddity of some o-predi ations. However, although it is standardly
assumed that ases of zeugma provide eviden e for lexi al ambiguity, it is not lear that this is justi able.
Although we must assume, within a uni ation based a ount, that a eptable o-predi ations imply the
existen e of a single stru ture, it does not follow that the onverse is true. As we suggested above, oddness of
o-predi ation an be simply due to in ompatability of the predi ates. Furthermore, there is lear eviden e
that some sort of pragmati prin iple of ohesion must be postulated to a ount for the una eptability
of some readings where lexi al ambiguity annot be involved. For example, (47) has readings where the
gardener bought either fruit or trees, but does not have the rossed interpretations where apple tree and
pear fruits were pur hased or vi e versa.
(47) The gardener bought three apples and two pears.
Coheren e also means that repeated uses of the same homonymous form will tend to have the same interpretation, as in (48), where the rossed interpretation, although possible, is dispreferred (see e.g. van Deemter,
1990).
(48) John gave four les to Mary and three les to Sue.
Assuming that some su h prin iple is involved, it would also a ount for the oddness of ases su h as fast
and bearded typist, tasty and skinny hi ken where we are predi ating properties of distin t aspe ts of the

entity, without there being any apparent onne tion between these aspe ts. The a eptable examples, su h
as fast and intelligent typist, tasty and orn-fed hi ken, are those where the distin t aspe ts are nevertheless
related | good typists might be expe ted to be both fast and intelligent, the food a hi ken is given is
known to a e t the avour of its meat, and so on (see above). Given this, it is tempting to assume a single
stru ture for book.
However, other examples show even more omplex polysemy: newspaper an also refer to the physi al
opy or the abstra t text (of a parti ular issue), equivalent senten es to those above an be onstru ted and
the same remarks apply to these as to book. But newspaper an also refer to an abstra t entity other than the
text. This is somewhat hard to ategorise | it is not ne essarily a ompany, as ownership and editors an
hange without there being a di erent newspaper and so on. It seems plausible to suggest that newspapers
are regarded as (named) institutions in themselves. Whatever their ontologi al status, it is lear that in
some senten es there is a notion of a `newspaper-as-institution', but it is not lear that we an make a sharp
distin tion between this, the ontent of the newspaper over a number of issues, and the abstra t text reading
(49).
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(49) That newspaper is owned by a trust.
That newspaper is left of entre.
That newspaper supported the Labour Party at the last ele tion.
That newspaper arries long arti les about the internal struggles of the Labour
Party.
That newspaper has obs ure editorials.
That newspaper is full of metaphori al language.
That newspaper is full of long senten es.
That newspaper is full of spelling mistakes.
That newspaper is full of typographi errors.
That newspaper has an unreadable font.
That newspaper has lots of smudged type.
That newspaper is overed with o ee.
Now again, the properties seem ompatible with their neighbours, but o-predi ation of the the rst and last
is odd, as in (50).
(50) * That newspaper is owned by a trust and is overed with o ee.
But in some ases o-predi ation of the opy sense and the organisation sense does seem possible, as in (51)
(suggested to us by Geo Nunberg):
(51) The newspaper has been atta ked by the opposition and publi ly burned by demonstrators.
Despite this, assuming that a single stru ture an over all the senses of newspaper is highly problemati .
Constru ting a qualia stru ture to over all the senses of newspaper in su h a way that di erent predi ates
an apply appropriately is diÆ ult, sin e it seems that the opy and the organisation sense (at least) should
have their own distin t qualia. It is also not lear that one sense an be regarded as primary. Perhaps the
most important point is that we an quantify newspaper in either the opy or the organisation sense and
vagueness of interpretation with respe t to the quanti ation is not possible in su h ontexts. Thus (52) has
the interpretation that three newspapers-as-organisations have been atta ked, and some arbitrary number
of opies pertaining to ea h have been burned.
(52) Three newspapers have been atta ked by the opposition and publi ly burned by
demonstrators.
However, there is no reason within our a ount why both ambiguity/sense extension and vagueness/ onstru tional
polysemy should not be involved, and this would a ount for the data. Thus for newspaper, we assume two
stru tures, one orresponding primarily to the opy and one to the institution. Both of these may be involved
in onstru tional polysemy | the text and parent organisation of the newspaper opy is a essible via its
qualia, and onversely the opies are a essible from the stru ture representing the parent organisation. Note
that no intermediate primary stru ture orresponding to one edition of a newspaper seems to be justi ed |
three newspapers annot mean three editions of the same paper, onsidered as abstra t texts, for example.
Thus, in this ase, the abstra t ontents of the physi al obje t an only be a essed indire tly.
Thus the a ount we have developed here is able to apture fa ts of o-predi ation in oordinate stru tures with onstru tional polysemy and sense extension insofar as the latter is a eptable. In addition, our
a ount makes further predi tions regarding the grammati ality of non- onstituent oordination in ases of
onstru tional polysemy. We have not onsidered the intera tion of lexi al rules of sense extension with
indexi al and anaphori pronouns (see Nunberg, 1993). It is lear that there are many hallenges to be fa ed
here, and the onsequent ompli ation of the theory of anaphora must be weighed against the advantages
gained here in the su in t hara terisation of the behaviour of verbs, su h as enjoy, whi h sub ategorise
for multiple omplementation within the same or highly related senses, and in the apturing of similarities
between sense extension and other lexi al pro esses.
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6

The semi-produ tivity of lexi al rules

There are several empiri al problems with the a ount of lexi al rules we have developed. Some of these
problems are shared with other generative a ounts of morphologi al operations (see e.g. Bauer, 1983 for
extensive dis ussion), others are more spe i to our proposal to a ount for sense extensions in the same
fashion. It is well known that morphologi al pro esses tend to be semi-produ tive and are rarely (if ever)
ex eptionless (e.g. Bolinger, 1975; Arono , 1976); for instan e, the rule of -er nominalisation in English
reates deverbal nouns whi h denote the subje t of the underlying predi ate { typi ally an agent, as in
tea her or thinker, sometimes an instrument, as in (dish)washer or (bottle) opener where the instrumental
argument an o ur as subje t, and o asionally the patient sti ker or (best)seller. However, this rule is not
fully produ tive be ause items su h as banker and stationer do not have the predi ted meaning, whilst a form
like stealer is blo ked by thief, though is more a eptable when its meaning is spe ialised (and made nonsynonymous) with a postmodi er { stealer of fast sports ars / hearts. Rappaport and Levin (1990) argue
that both the agent, instrument and patient versions of -er suÆxation are rule-governed and the verbs whi h
undergo the latter are at least partly predi table on the basis that they allow middle formation and thus the
promotion to subje t of the patient argument { The book sold well. If we assume that subregularities blo k
regularities and ex eptions blo k all regularities, we an a ount for this pattern of data without problem.
The me hanism required to a hieve this looks very similar to that whi h is required to blo k pig having a
meat reading in normal ir umstan es (Bris oe et al., 1994).
Lexi al rules of sense extension, as we have des ribed them, learly lead to overgeneration. For example,
given the sense extension rules for grinding, portioning and animal-metaphor dis ussed above, (53a) has the
interpretations (53b),(53 ), (53d) and (53e):
(53) a John saw some lambs.
b John saw some animals.
John saw some humans with some lamb-like properties.
d John saw some portions of lamb meat.
e John saw some portions of substan e derived from humans with some lamb-like
properties.
This problem of rules of sense extension feeding further rules is exa erbated by the la k of morphologi al
marking of the hange; that is, the fa t that these are rules of onversion rather than derivation. Similar
problems arise with un ontroversially `morphologi al' onversion and derivation; for example, a generative
rule-governed approa h would have problems explaining why forms su h as unreuntie are not attested. In the
literature on lexi al rules, this has led to va illation between interpretations of lexi al rules as `redundan y'
statements relating pre-existent entries (e.g. Ja kendo , 1975) and as fully produ tive generative devi es
reating new entries from existing ones whi h mat h their stru tural des ription (e.g. Pollard and Sag,
1987). Neither approa h is fully satisfa tory sin e the former fails to apture the semi-produ tive nature of
these rules and the latter leads to overgeneration.
Finally, it is lear that in the ase of a sense extension su h as grinding, there is distin t variability in the
appli ation of the rule to lexi al items even within a onventionalised sub ase, su h as meat grinding; thus,
lamb, hi ken and haddo k are ommon and established, whilst mole and alligator tail are not. It is also
lear that language users are sensitive to su h frequen y-based judgements on erning the relative novelty
of usages. The same issue arises with derivational morphology in that many forms whi h are predi ted
by produ tive derivational rules are not attested, for example, hammerer and nailer an be formed by
applying er nominalisation to the `in orporated' verbs hammer and nail, respe tively. However, English
speakers are liable to rea t to these forms in mu h the same way they would rea t to mole in the meat
sense: with a degree of resistan e, but without serious diÆ ulty in interpretation. Bauer (1983:71f), in
supporting the view that lexi al rules should be treated as fully produ tive generative rules analogous to
those employed in synta ti des ription, argues that it is this greater `item-familiarity' of lexi al items whi h
allows judgements of relative novelty / onventionality to be built up. He points out that there are simply
too many ombinatori possibilities at the sentential level for the frequen y of parti ular ombinations to
be assessed with any on den e by a language user. However, in the ase of words and, we might add,
idioms the range of possibilities though large is not so great that judgements of novelty based on frequen y
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Figure 18: Lexeme for rabbit
of use annot be a quired. Bauer argues, therefore, that a ounting for semi-produ tivity is an issue of
performan e, not ompeten e.
The frequen y with whi h a given word form is asso iated with a parti ular sense (or lexi al entry) is
often highly skewed; Chur h (1988) points out that a model of part-of-spee h assignment in ontext will be
90% a urate (for English) if it simply hooses the lexi ally most frequent part-of-spee h for a given word.
The in iden e of senses of words may well turn out to be similarly skewed. In the absen e of other fa tors,
it seems very likely that language users utilise frequen y information to resolve indetermina ies in both
generation and interpretation. Su h a strategy is ompatible with and may well underlie the Gri ean Maxim
of Manner, in that ambiguities in language will be more easily interpretable if there is a ta it agreement not
to utilise abnormal or rare means of onveying parti ular messages. We an model this aspe t of language
use as a onditional probability that a word form will be used in a spe i sense; that is, is asso iated with
a spe i entry (P r(lexi al-entry j word-form)). We assume that su h probabilities are a quired for both
basi and derived senses (lexi al entries) independently of the lexi al rules used to reate derived senses.
Thus we make no laim that a derived sense will ne essarily be less frequent than a basi one; in the ase
of a word su h as turkey in English our intuition is that the ground or animal-metaphor senses are more
frequent than the basi sense. It might seem that this assumption ommits us to a `fully entry' theory of
the lexi on (e.g. Arono , 1976) in whi h all possible words are present; that is, the onsequen es of lexi al
rules are pre omputed. In the limit, the full entry theory annot be orre t be ause of the presen e of
re ursive derivational rules su h as re-, anti- or great- pre xation in words su h as rereprogram, anti-antimissile or great-great-grandfather, and in our theory of ` y li ' rules of sense extension su h as portioning and
grinding. Instead we adopt an intermediate position in whi h we laim that basi entries are augmented with
a representation of the attested lexi al rules whi h have applied to them and any su h derived hains, where
both the basi entry and these `abbreviated' derived entries are asso iated with a probability.28 For example,
a word form su h as rabbit might be asso iated with a basi entry like that illustrated in Figure 18, in whi h
meat grinding is shown to be (hypotheti ally) more probable than grinding, meat grinding and portioning,
or fur/skin grinding. Following Cruse (1986) we might refer to this as the lexeme for rabbit, in the sense
that this basi entry en apsulates our knowledge of the (predi table) behaviour of this word-form (though
not of its morphologi al derivatives, su h as rabbit-like, and so forth). The attribute lrs asso iated with the
lexeme for rabbit re ords whi h ombinations of lexi al rules have been attested with what frequen y in the
experien e of the language user.29 If we assume that speakers hoose well-attested high-frequen y forms to
realise parti ular senses and listeners hoose well-attested high-frequen y senses when fa ed with ambiguity,
then mu h of the `semi-produ tivity' of lexi al rules an be treated as a side-e e t of performan e. For
instan e, we would predi t that in the `null' or a neutral ontext (54a) will be interpreted as rabbit meat,
and (54b) will be interpreted as animals.
(54) a John prefers rabbit
b John wants three rabbits
The diners ordered three rabbits
On the other hand, less frequent but attested senses should be hosen when other ontextual fa tors so
di tate, as in (54 ). In order to spe ify pre isely how this interpretation is preferred, and to formalise the
notion of neutral ontext within this framework, we would need to develop either a thorough-going a ount of
the intera tion of lexi al probabilities with probabilities asso iated with spe i sentential interpretations, or
28 Modulo the probabilisti interpretation, this manner of en oding the (non-)appli ation of a lexi al rule has been deployed
in many theories; e.g. Fli kinger and Nerbonne (1992) and San lippo (1993) in re ent a ounts of verbal diathesis alternations.
29 It is plausible to imagine that language users are able to memorise some estimate of the relative frequen y with whi h a
word form and sense o ur, though it is unlikely that this pro ess is a urate enough to derive probabilities. Nevertheless,
probability theory o ers a pre ise and well-understood theory within whi h su h intuitions an be formalised.
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an a ount of how probabilities re e ting frequen y of usage intera t with pragmati prin iples establishing
dis ourse oheren e (or both). This would take us well beyond the s ope of this paper, but see e.g. Wu
(1990), Las arides et al., (forth oming).
In addition to su h lexi al probabilities, we also think that probability may play a role in the appli ation of
lexi al rules in novel usage. Under the urrent proposal, lexi al rules will have something akin to the status of
`redundan y' rules in that they an be used to reate appropriate lexi al entries on demand for attested senses
of a word form; that is, those whi h have a non-zero probability in the asso iated lexeme entry. However, in
the situation where an interpretation for a novel usage is alled for, an assessment of the relative probability
of extant lexi al rules would provide a means for adopting the most likely `analogous' interpretation. For
instan e, interpreting examples su h as (55), the listener who had not experien ed examples of any variant
of grinding with these nouns might hoose the rule with the highest probability given the semanti type of
the noun.
(55) a John prefers alligator tail / mole
b John prefers hin hilla
John prefers pig
The probability of a lexi al rule might be derived by omparing the number of lexemes to whi h the rule ould
apply (i.e. that it uni es with) where that sense is unattested, to those for whi h it is attested. Sin e grinding
an apply to any ount noun but will be attested for very few, whilst meat grinding an only apply to animal
denoting nouns and will be attested for a higher proportion, this predi ts that (55a) will be interpreted as
ases of meat grinding even in a neutral ontext. Thus, we an a ount for produ tive or `analogi al' use of
a lexi al rule to interpret a novel usage.30 Assuming that the rule of fur/skin grinding is restri ted to words
denoting animals with fur or `good' skin we may be able to onstru t a similar a ount for the preferred
interpretation of (55b). However, the notion of semanti type may need to be more ne-grained than is
plausible or desirable in a lexi on if we are to a ount for all su h preferen es in this manner, sin e (55b)
shows a preferen e for fur/skin grinding probably as a result of the salien e of fur in distinguishing hin hillas
from other types of rodent, rabbit or at. Nevertheless, however this is a hieved, it is ultimately a fa t about
the word and asso iated sense(s) rather than a fa t about animals, sin e it is irrelevant whether, in reality,
more hin hilla animals are worn than eaten. The ase of (55 ) is di erent though, sin e this approa h would
predi t a meat reading on the basis of the greater probability of meat grinding than grinding. However, the
preferred interpretation is probably the less spe i `pig-stu ' in a neutral ontext, be ause of the blo king
of this sense by pork.
Thus the generation and interpretation of normally blo ked forms (unblo king) seems to require a di erent
type of explanation. Bris oe et al. (1994) proposed to a ount for ases of preemption or blo king by
introdu ing a defeasible notion of lexi al rule and allowing the output of su h rules to be defeasibly overridden
in the ase where there was preemption by synonymy or by phonologi al form. The (pragmati ) prin iple
of blo king introdu ed ase spe i defeasible blo king statements that ould be themselves overridden in
pragmati ally marked ontexts to a ount for the o asional usages of, for example, pig to mean meat with
additional a e t, and so forth. In this manner, the approa h aptured Bauer's (1983:87) insight that blo king
is a bar to the institutionalisation (in our terms onventionalisation) of a meaning rather than an outright
ban on its use. In this paper, we have presented a rather di erent formalisation of lexi al rules in whi h
the output of the rule itself is not defeasible. From our urrent perspe tive, preemption by synonymy an
be explained simply by assuming that speakers will use higher frequen y forms to onvey a given meaning.
Thus an extended meaning will not be ome onventionalised if a ommon synonym exists. This does not,
however, explain the ex eptions where blo ked forms do o ur (ex ept those where the speaker or hearer are
unaware of the synonym) nor the e e ts of their use. The biggest hallenge to our urrent proposal will be to
develop an a ount of the intera tion of frequen y-based judgements represented as probabilities with default
onstraints, su h as those whi h allow unblo king. From the perspe tive of natural language pro essing a
viable alternative might be to model all su h pragmati phenomena probabilisti ally, perhaps deriving data
30 Note that this a ount has little to say about the onditions under whi h novel uses will be reated, so we will need a
further pragmati theory of the fa tors li ensing novel usage and of the possibility of su h usage be oming onventionalised
(see e.g. Bauer, 1983). It might be possible to a ount for the a quisition of lexi al rules in terms of a post ho pro ess of
generalisation between `basi ' and `derived' entries at some point when the produ tivity of the putative rule rea hed some
probabilisti threshold.
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on the frequen y of predi ted senses from large orpora (e.g. Pustejovsky et al., 1993). However, if we wish
to limit the role of probabilities to modelling the frequen y-based aspe ts of semi-produ tivity and develop
theoreti al a ounts of blo king and unblo king and, say, the intera tion of frequen y-based judgements with
ontextual fa tors favouring a low probability sense, then it will be ne essary to utilise a non-monotoni logi
in whi h it is possible to reason about probabilities (see e.g. Pearl, 1988).
7

Con lusion

We have drawn a distin tion between some ases of sense modulation and hange whi h we have termed
onstru tional polysemy and sense extension, respe tively. This distin tion is based on behaviour under
o-predi ation and the traditional distin tion between vagueness and ambiguity. We also pointed out in x5.2
that in the absen e of lear tests, some ases remain diÆ ult to lassify with respe t to this distin tion.
Both onstru tional polysemy and sense extension are produ tive pro esses whi h require `generative'
lexi al me hanisms, in the sense of Pustejovsky (1991). We have proposed to a ount for some ases of
onstru tional polysemy utilising the notion of nominal qualia stru ture and predi ate oer ion. We have
formalised this a ount in a onstraint based approa h to linguisti des ription whi h has been implemented
{ the LRL/LKB (Copestake, 1992, 1993b). We have argued that this approa h, unlike those of Bris oe et al.
(1990) and Pustejovsky (1993), is apable of apturing many fa ts of ` o-predi ation'. However, our a ount
requires extension in order to deal with the ases of non- onstituent oordination dis ussed in x5.1, in line
with other onstraint based approa hes to oordination (e.g. Shieber, 1992). Furthermore, it needs to be
supplemented with a pragmati a ount of ohesive o-predi ation along the lines of Nunberg (this volume),
as dis ussed in x5.
We have argued that sense extensions are semi-produ tive related sense hanges: we annot simply list
all the extended senses in the lexi on, sin e new `analogous' ases whi h will not be listed o ur. In addition,
there are ross-linguisti ex eptions and di eren es of en oding, onventionalised sub ases and so forth,
whi h all suggest a sign based, lexi al rule a ount. Nevertheless, sense extensions like other lexi al rules of
onversion and derivation an be blo ked and are applied onservatively. We outlined in x6 an a ount of
the semi-produ tivity of lexi al rules in terms of a probabilisti performan e a ount of their deployment in
language produ tion and interpretation. We have also suggested that this a ount should be integrated with
an independent a ount of blo king or preemption (Bris oe et al., 1994), but this integration remains to be
undertaken.
The LRL/LKB framework has also been used to represent ross-linguisti lexi al translation (non)equivalen e (Copestake and San lippo, 1993), verbal diathesis alternations (San lippo, 1993) and as a
target representational framework for the semi-automati a quisition of lexi al entries from ma hine-readable
di tionaries (see papers in Bris oe et al., 1993 and referen es therein). In future work, we intend to extend
the framework to deal more adequately with default aspe ts of lexi al behaviour and with the integration of
lexi al and pragmati phenomena.
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